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Introduction

As an American-born female of Pakistani descent, I always had a great interest in

learning more about the country of my parents' origin. I was curious to know more about a
nation which the media describes as abusive and oppressive towards its female population. The

media's portrayal of Pakistani women as being uneducated, unable to modernize, and having
little or no influence in society sparked my interest in studying women and the role they play in

Pakistani society. I concluded that the best way to learn more about the status of women in that

society was to interview them. I had the opportunity to travel to Pakistan in January of 2005 for a
three-month study in which I interviewed ten professional women from various regions of the

country. I chose to focus on the professional, middle-to-upper-class women because I wanted to

get a sense of what women with influence, power and authority were doing, if anything at all, to
benefit their society. I believed that their personal experiences and endeavors would giveme

greater insight into how to improve the lives of females in the nation.
Author Shahla Haeri, whose book No Shamefor theSun: Lives ofProfessional Pakistani

Women was one of the inspirations for this project, explains that her motivation for presenting

the life experiences of educated professional Pakistani women is thatthese "women's stories of
their struggles reveal theirinner strength and moral courage. Professional andeducated Pakistani
women, and many others in similar situations, havebeen effective in raising social consciousness
and sometimes in transforming the rules themselves."1 The interviews that I conducted were
invaluable in assisting me with my thesis research. They helped me gain first-hand insight into

the impact that women are making on the social and economic framework of Pakistani society.
Thispaper attempts to outline key factors that negatively affect women in Pakistan,
including poverty, lack of education, and genderdiscrimination. First, I will use data that shows

the underlying economic problems prevalent there. I will also use information gathered from the
interviews that describes how professional women are advocating for positive change in the
social structure of the country. Thirdly, I will discuss the role of NGO's in assisting the plightof
Pakistani women. Lastly, I will examine the role of religion and how it affects the values of the
general public in regard to women.
Poverty & Education: Pakistan's Crisis

Pakistan is currently one of the most underprivileged nations in the world. Accordingto a

report issued by the US State Department in 2001, "Pakistan is a poor country with great
extremes in the distribution of wealth. Education, especially for women, is poor; only 33 percent

of thepopulation is judged literate, even using a verylow standard." " A more detailed look at
figures pertaining to Pakistan's health and economic conditions paints a grim picture of the

country's current situation. The World DevelopmentReport for 2003 shows the infant mortality
rate to be 82/1000 births, the second highest in Asia. Barring Afghanistan, Pakistan has the

highestrate of infant mortalityin South Asia, surpassing that of India, Sri Lanka, Bhutan and

Bangladesh. Hi The maternal death rate at500 per 100,000 live births is also a cause for serious
concern.,v To make matters worse, Pakistan's health and education system are inadequate to

support the fast-growing population.

The worse-off is Pakistan's female population, which currently has one of the lowest

literacyrates in Asia. In its 2004 Pakistan Economic Survey, the government acknowledges that

a "gender disparityexists in low-income countries'^ such as Pakistan. The Survey goes on to
state that in 2004, the literacy rate for both sexes was estimated at 54%. However, the literacy
rate is estimated at 66.25% for males and 41.75% for females. The government's goal is to

increase the literacy rate in the coming years, especially for women. The report states "under the

Education Sector Reforms, the National Literacy Campaign envisages making 13.5 million

people literate to enhance the literacy rate to 60% by 2006." The authors explain that Pakistan
has made "considerable progress in achieving a more equitable distribution of opportunities
between women and men." V1 However, the report makes no specific mention of what this

"considerable progress" entails; nor does it explain how the government plans to achieve "a more
equitable distribution of opportunity" between males and females.

During a February 15th, 2005 conference sponsored bythe Customs Public Schools under
the aegis of the British Council, Mr. Imran Masood, the Minister of Education for the Province
of Punjab, stated "thereare currently several areas of improvement that the government of

Punjab is working on in order to improve the literacy rate inthe region."™ One ofthese areas
includes a joint venture with the World Bank. Pakistan's education system will get $100 million
dollars U.S. for the next 10 years through the World Bank. The program will provide free

education to children in grades 1-5 (in the rural parts of the province) and 200 rupees per month

(approx. $3 U.S.) to girls in grades 6-8 in order to improve their education and increase the
literacy rate among females.™1

According to a 2001 report on social development in Pakistan, Punjab has thehighest

literacy rate out of the four provinces in thenation, at 51.1%. The female rate is 40% and the

male literacy rate is 61.8%.ix Despite having the highest literacy rate inthe country, Punjab's
school system is in shambles. Mr. Masood said "there are currently 63,000 public schools in the

province; 40,000 of these do not have boundary walls or furniture."x The provincial Minister of
Education also stated that the governmenthas little money to spend on education and that most

of the financing comes from private donations. He explained that the World Bank's program is
designed to involve the local community in an effort to get them to actively participate in the

process. The government's acknowledgement that the education system is indire need ofreform
is a step inthe right direction. However, the program can only bebeneficial if it is implemented
properly. The World Bank's aid alone is not sufficient enough to improve the quality of
Pakistan's schools, nor can it reduce the gender gap without the government's help in

establishing a concrete policy to reform the education system. A massive overhaul of the entire
education sectoris needed, and simplypumping moneyinto the school system will not eliminate
the gender disparity that exists.

In his essay titled "Education in Pakistan: A Survey", Dr. Tariq Rahman examines the
Pakistan Economic Survey published by the government each year. He critiques the
government's report by stating:

"these reports confess that the literacy rate is low, the rate of participation in
education at all levels is low and the country is spending too little in this area. Then

there are brave promises about the future such as the achievementof 100 percent

literacy and increasing the spending on education whichhas been hovering around

2 percent of the GNP since 1995 to at least4 percent and so on. Not muchis done,
though an increase in the number of schools, universities and religious seminaries
(madrassas) is recorded. The private education sectormintsmillions of rupees and
thousands of graduates throng the market not getting the jobs they aspired to. The

field of education is a graveyard for these aspirations." X1
Under these conditions, it is the women in the nation who are suffering the most. The

current gender gap in Pakistan stands at 11 percentage points at the primary level and 19 percent
at the secondary level.xn Pakistan's ambitions of reform, growth and improvement can only be
realized if the government backs up its statements with implementation of these policies.
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Rhetoric will not solve the nation's educational and economic woes. Furthermore, the gender gap

will continue to increase if young females are not given the opportunity to receive a proper
education.

These economic and social concerns are of dire importance to the government as well as

the general public of Pakistan. However, sincethe government's efforts to improve the status of
women have not thus far been fruitful, it is up to the people to make changes and improvements.

There is a new phenomenon today in which educated Pakistani women are spearheading the
effort to raise the socio-economic status of their own sex. Pakistanis are realizing now, more than

ever, that if strides are to be made concerning gender equity, the women especially must speak
out against injustices and work to improve their society.

The following dissertation includes excerpts from ten interviews conducted in February
and March of 2005. The interviewees range from 25-65 years of age. They reside in Karachi,
Lahore and Islamabad, the three largest cities in Pakistan. They have each received at least a

Bachelors Degree (equivalent to two years of undergraduate studies in the United States) and
many of them have gone on to receive post-graduate degrees in a variety of subjects. For

confidentiality purposes, none of the interviewees' names are given; they are instead referred to

by their professions. Table 1 shows the interviewees' age range, aswell as the number of women
in each age range.

Table 1: Age Range of Interviewees
Age
Range

Frequency

25-40

6

41-65

4

66+

0

Age Range of Respondents

25-40

41-65

66+

Age Range

I visited some of these women in their work environments. Each of the ten women was

asked a set list of questions regarding their career, family backgrounds and theirpersonal and

professional experiences. The common factors noted in the interview questions included: the
level of education each woman had attained, her religious background and her socio-economic

status. The educational background of the interviewees' families was also documented. In

addition to questions about theirowneducational experiences, interviewees were asked a series

of questions regarding the highest level of education acquired by their mothers, fathers, and their
spouses (if applicable). Table 2 includes a chart and graphof the responses givenby the women.
The education equivalencies as compared to the United States are also included. The data shows

that every interviewee had received education beyond high school. Two of the interviewees held
Bachelor's degrees, while the other seven all received post-graduate degrees. Similar to their
daughters, the interviewees' fathers completed a Bachelor's degree or higher. The spouses of
married women also held degrees equivalent to or higher than Bachelor's degrees. The
interviewees' mothers had education levels varying from no formal education to Masters

Degrees. This data shows that the daughters had a similartrend in education level as compared to

their fathers. The trend also shows that the interviewees who were married had partners who had
education levels similar to their own.

Table 2: Education Levels: Interviewee, Father, Mother, and Husband
Education Level
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0

0

2

5

1

2

0

0

0
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4

0

0

0

2

1

1

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

4

0

1

3

Education Status

Education Equivalencies (US)
Matric-10th grade (US)
Bachelors--2 yrs. of College (US)
Masters- Bachelors Degree (US)

Some of the major issues discussed in the interviews were school segregation based on

gender, discrimination in the workplace, and the advantages and disadvantages ofbeing a

professional woman inPakistan. Acopy ofthe interview questionnaires and the consent forms
for each interviewee is attached in the appendix.
Gender Discrimination

The Social Development in Pakistan Annual 2002-2003 report, published by the Oxford

University Press, shows the disparity between the number ofurban females inthe workforce to
the number of urban males. The urban female labor force participation rate is 10%,while the

male participation rate is 66.9%. The labor force participation rate for females in rural areas is
16.8%, which is significantly higher than in urban areas.™1 The rural rate is higher because
womenhelp the male members of their families in the agricultural industry.
Several inferences can be drawn from this report. First, in spite of having similar levels of
education, urban women are often unable to compete for jobs with urban males. Second, often
the schools that females attend are not of the same standard as the boys' schools. Pakistan's

education system, including both public and private schools, are segregated based on gender.
The women interviewed had mixed opinions on whether segregated schools offer an

equal standard of education for both male and female students. Some of them shared their own
experiences of attending all-girls schools and listed the pros and cons of co-ed versus segregated
schooling. The Business Executive from Islamabad explained that she had a positive experience
at her all-girls' college because she "felt free to express herself, be more creative, and get
involved in extracurricular activities without feeling restricted or inhibited" (Interview #02).

Other interviewees agreed that all-girls schooling allowed for better communicationwith each
other and helped build their confidence.

However, the Business Executive also explained the negative aspect of segregated

schooling. She felt that they do not teach the students how to interact with people in the real

world. Similarly, the Principal of Customs Public Schools (girls' branch) in Lahore highlighted
what she believed to be a gender bias in the segregated school system. The boys and girls are

taught the same curriculum, but in different branches of the same school system. The girls'

Principal describedhow the boys' schools get better equipment. "I believe that all the facilities
(like Microsoft computers) are given first to the boys' branch of Customs Public Schools rather
than to the girls'. We get the second-rate stuff, and this is totally unfair" (Interview #05). She

complained that she sometimes struggles to get new items for her female students. Both girls and

boys deserve the best quality facilities and there should not be any discrimination when it comes
to education. "Everyone should be given the resources and opportunities to try to succeed," she

said (Interview #05). Although it is not likely that Pakistan will desegregate its schools in the
near future, it is imperative that female students be given equal access to properequipment,

allowing them to receive the same standard of education as male students so they canfairly
compete for similar jobs in the workforce.

Another reason for the labor force disparity between men and women is that workplace

discrimination may discourage urban females from seeking employment. During the interview,
the women were asked questions regarding workplace discrimination. Table 3 shows how the

interviewees responded to the question of "do you feel that you are accepted by male employees

in your organization?" The response to the question was overwhelmingly "yes", with only one
respondent stating "no."

Table 3: Acceptance of Females in the Workplace

Question: "Do you feel that you accepted by male employees in your organization?"
Acceptance of Females in the Workplace
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by males in
workplace?
Response

NZ4—-respondents wn0 stated that there were no males employees within the
organizations for which they were employed.

Similarly, seven out of the ten women interviewed believed that women within their
profession weretreated fairly compared to theirmale coworkers. Table 4 shows the
interviewees' responses in detail.
Table 4: Treatment of Women in the Workplace

Question: "Do you believe that women in yourprofession are treated fairly (example: paid
the same) as male coworkers?"

Treatment of Women in the Workplace

E
3

yes

no

sometimes
1

Do women have fair
treatment in the

workplace

Response

Lastly, the women were asked whether they ever felt discriminated against in their career.
Out of the ten interviewees, seven responded that, thus far, they had never felt discriminated
against. Table 5 shows the responses given by the women.
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Table 5: Female Discrimination in the Workplace

Question: "Have you thus far in your career felt that you were discriminated against?"
Femal e Discrimination i n

the Workplace

Q

i
V

• Discrimination in

1

-

yes

no

3

7

Career

Response

Data from the above graphs seems to illustrate that professional women in Pakistan

generally do notbelieve that there is major discrimination against females in the workplace.
However, it is important to note that, although only a few of the women interviewed described

specific instances of deliberate discrimination against women employees within their
organizations, several pointed out the blatant gender gap that exists in the workplace.
One cause for the discrimination may be that more females are entering professions that

were previously thought of as non-traditional for women, such as financial management and law,
which usually require post-graduate education and highly specialized skills. In 2000, the labor
force participation rate for urban women was 8%, and it had risen to 10% by 2002. As more
women enter the workforce, they encounter more discrimination. Often, men feel threatened

because theyare not used to having women compete for similar jobs. The Lawyer in Pakistan's

Provincial High Court said that there are about thirty to forty female civil judges in the city of

Lahore today; butwhen she started practicing law years ago, there was only one. She believes
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that as more women take up a career in law, the discrimination against them will unfortunately
increase. "I think that this is why there is a lot of discrimination within the field, because the men

are afraid of losing their grip andpower over the women" (Interview 07). She explained thatthe
attorneys are often very discriminatory, especially towards young female lawyers. "The reason
we have so few female attorneys in Pakistan's Supreme Courtis because most women do not last

verylongin the profession. Theydrop out and go into teaching or do something else. The

problem is that it is very tough to survive as a woman in this profession. There is a lot of sexual
harassment. For a young woman, it is very difficult because she is faced with a lot of

criticism.. .younger females are oftenjeered at. The working atmosphere is not friendly towards
the women, and unfortunately, despite equal pay, they have a much harder time than the men do
when it comes to dealing with clients and in court cases where the opposing attorney is male"
(Interview 07).

The Doctor (OBGYN) also explained that the negative attitude of male professionals

causes discrimination against women in the workplace. "Male doctors often think that female
doctors are not qualified. They often have a sense ofjealousy.. .this jealousy and resentment

occurs usually when a female doctorreceives a promotion or a raise over a male doctor"

(Interview 03). Due to Pakistan's consistently highunemployment rate, there are not enough jobs
available for those who are looking for work. The unemployment rate has grown steadily from

3.13% in 1990 to nearly 9% in 2003.xiv The social structure of a traditional Pakistani society
does not foster a woman to work outside the home. Men are considered to be the sole providers,

so if the female gets a job, it can lead to resentment and discrimination against her.

Even in large, well-established companies, gender discrimination exists to a certain

extent. Although it may notbe prevalent at the organizational levei, a company's work culture
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can be discriminatorytowards females. An interesting case is that of the Business Executivewho

currently works at Mobilink Telecommunications, Pakistan's largest telecom company. During
her interview, she compared her job experience at Mobilink with the treatment she received

whileworking at Pakistan Tobacco, one of the nation's most profitable companies. She

explained that"women are paid equally and receive a lot of support at the organizational level at
Pakistan Tobacco Company. But at the individual level, when it comesto the work environment,
the men discriminated against the female workers of the same caliber. They were uncomfortable
with the idea of having a woman as their colleague" (Interview #2). She believes that these

companies will not change their culture unless pressured by the government to create a positive
work environment which will be more gender-friendly towards women.

The experience shehad at Mobilink Telecommunications was different from that at
Pakistan Tobacco, due to the fact that the work culture is more accepting of women at Mobilink.

"Mobilink is a young company and very pro-women.. .they hire many women (35% of total

employees) and several of them are inhigh managerial positions" (Interview #02). However,
even though the organization's culture is positive towards women, the Business Executive

explained that atthe company level, inequality still exists between men and women. "People at
the same level positions do not get the same pay(atMobilink). For example, men get up to 15%

higher salary than women in the same position.. .unfortunately age and gender do matter"

(Interview #02). When asked why she chooses to work at a company that pays lower salaries to
its female employees, she explained that at Mobilink are respected by their male colleagues. "I
think thatthe salary discrimination is mostly unintentional.. .butthe human resources department

needs to clean up its act. The fact that Mobilink really holds a lotof faith and potential in women

iswhy I like working there," she explained (Interview #02). Having a work environment that is
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conducive to female employees is an advantage for anycompany. Butdiscrimination against
women, both at the organizational and individual levels can lead to a high turnoverrate among

women employees andis a contributing factor to the disparity between men andwomen.
Another reason for the low female labor force participation rate is that women may

choose not to enter in the labor force at all. There are many factors that can influence their

decision or that may prevent them from seekingemployment. First, many of the women
interviewed believe that the biggest disadvantage for a professional woman in Pakistanis that

she has "double duty" if she chooses to work outside the home. The College Professor said that

the "biggest disadvantage to being a working woman in Pakistan is that time management is
often the biggest restraint. It is very difficult to work in a professional setting and then come
home and take care of the family" (Interview #06). Pakistani society is generally a male-

dominated, patriarchal society in which the husband/father is expected to be the sole provider.
The second reason for women choosing not to participate in the labor force may be due to

male family members not wanting the womenin their household to have a career. There is often

the fear among men in society that women will surpass them in income or will gainpower. The
Entrepreneur explains that the women she employs are "often being told by their husbands that

they shouldn't do this work. [Thehusband feels] that the woman is becoming financially
independent, oftenmaking more than [her] husband" (Interview #04). In Pakistani society, there
is a negative stigma or taboo if a woman earns more than her husband or is better educated.
There is also often the impression that women are incapable of working as hard as men, and

therefore do not belong in the workforce. Dr. Anita Weiss explains in her essay on Pakistani civil

society titled 'GenderPower Relations: Perpetuation and Renegotiation' that the "fear of losing
respectability is indisputablythe driving force behind men suppressing women's actions. The
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fear of men losing control to a woman's domination is also associated with such male

suppression, as such a man becomes the object ofsocial ridicule."xv For these reasons, many
women are afraid to enter the workforce.

Thirdly, religious practices or beliefs mayinfluence the decision of many women to stay

home. According to Islamic tradition, the male is to be solely responsible for the family's

economic stability, while the woman's responsibility is primarily to raise the children. Since

nearly 96% ofPakistan's population practices Islam, the society adheres to this tradition. Both
males and females are required to obtain an education under Islamic guidelines. Thewoman,

however, has the option to stay home or to work. If she chooses to work outside the home, she

has the option to retain her own income (and isnot required to spend any ofit on her household).
The male isrequired to provide for the family, meaning he is expected to have ajob which gives

adequate income to support the wife and children. This option for a female to choose whether or
not to have a career is given under Islamic law. However, it is easily abused bysome males in

society, who misquote the Quran and claim that women are forbidden from working outside of
their homes. Inher essay, Dr. Weiss also describes how Pakistani men frequently use their

interpretation ofIslamic tradition as abasis for preventing women from seeking employment.

"People will often refer to Quranic verses for justification (generally cutting the given verse short
and therefore notelaborating on the meaning)."™ Distorting sacred verses tojustify male
superiority onlyleads to further discrimination against women.

Despite the many struggles faced byPakistani women inthe workplace, there are

numerous advantages ofbeing a female professional. The following advantages were cited bythe
women interviewed:
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Respect—colleagues, higher-ups, males, andthe overall society give prestige to women who
are educated professionals.

Self-Confidence—the College Professor who teaches English at an all-girls college explained
that there is a "certain level of social prestige that goes along with being a professional

woman. A workingwoman is looked upon as someone who is confident, independent and
self-motivated" (Interview #06).

Ability to earn an income—being able to retain one's personal income is a confidence

booster, especially for Pakistaniwomen, who under Islamic principles are not required to
spend their earnings on their childrenor their husband. Essentially, this incomeis theirs to
retain and spend however they choose. It also gives women greater earning power, raising
their status in society as well as increasing the overall growth of the nation's lagging
economy.

Education empowers women—along with self-confidence and earning the respect of

colleagues, having a proper education empowerswomen to take charge of their lives.
Women who have a solid education are more likely to be aware of their rights (both legal as

well as within the family) and can stand up for themselves if they feel these rights are being
usurped.

Having a career opens the door for further opportunities and both personal and family
growth.
Women who value education tend to raise educated children—seven out of the ten women
interviewed listed their mothers as the most influential females in their lives. Out of the

women who did not list their mothers, two listed their grandmothers and another listed her

older sisters. This signifies the important role that women play in society. It also stresses the
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fact that most women tend to look up to their mothers and other close female relatives,

especially if these women are educated. These are thewomen who, based on the
interviewees' responses, valued education and wanted their daughters/sisters/granddaughters

to have a proper education. Inturn, educated mothers (or more importantly, females who

place a strong emphasis on education) tend to raise educated children themselves, benefiting
the economy and society in general. Table 6 shows the interviewees' responses.
Table 6: The Most Influential Female in the Interviewee's Life

The question asks: "Who is the most influential female in your life?"
Most Influential Female
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Environment conductive to learning will motivate female students to enter into careers—
none of the ten womeninterviewed said they were ever discriminated against (or treated

unfairly) bymale faculty atthe schools/colleges/universities they attended. Table 7illustrates
this data.

Table 7: Discrimination by male faculty members at schools attended.

Question: "Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treated unfairly) by male
faculty?"
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The Montessori teacher from Islamabad explained that the male faculty who taught her

when she was growing up were "refined and polite and treated us female students with respect"
(Interview #01). Having a faculty that promotes equal opportunities for both male and female
students is critical in preventing discrimination. It is imperative that teachers (both male and
female faculty) encourage their female students to excel in their studies.
Women in the Workforce: Raising Awareness & Advocating for Reform

In the past decade, awareness about the plight of females has increased within Pakistani
society. In part, this awareness has come through the work of dedicated professional women,
including the efforts of many of the interviewees. Some of them are working at the individual
level; others are implementing positive change by creating conditions to improve the socio
economic status the poorest segment of the female population.

The Entrepreneur, for example, has started her own fashion merchandise company. She
custom-designs apparel for women and trains her employees how to embroider and sew. They

are taught to make wedding outfits for special occasions. Special orders come in on a seasonal
basis. These women handcraft their creations and spend countless hours perfecting their sewing
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abilities. On the surface, this seems like a typical apparel store, which the Entrepreneur operates

out of her own home. However, her business is unique because she employs urban, low-income

females. It acts a support network which provides income for impoverished women who have
little education and virtuallyno other means of obtaining stable employment. The Entrepreneur

employs approximately forty women, who sometimes outsource their work to other women. She
creates all the designs for the apparel herself, andpurchases all the materials in bulk from
vendors, which helps reduce costs.

The Entrepreneur sells these items in the market. Theproceeds go to the women who

provide the labor. The Entrepreneur describes herbusiness model as being a service for her
employees. "It is great for them because it gives them income, which they would not have

otherwise" (Interview #04). Her goal is to empower women. "These women badly need jobs, and
some of them cannot go out of their houses to work, so theystayhome and do the housework,
while theirhusbands earn a living. The women who are with me are doing thisjob because they

can work at their own pace and make additional money to help provide for their families. This is

the best opportunity for them, because they may not otherwise be able to work outside the house
for whatever reason—social pressures, family responsibilities, lack of education,
etc..."(Interview #04).

Often, husbands are concerned that their wives who are employed by the Entrepreneur

are becoming too financially independent. The women are often told that they should not do this
kind of work. However, most of the women work very hard and are able to reap the benefits.

This job "improves their standard ofliving, and they sometimes end up making more money than
their husbands. Also, this job provides them withmoral support and counseling" (Interview #04).
The team of workers functions as a unit, and when anyone needs help, the women provide each
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other with the best care possible. For example, if a woman's child falls ill, the Entrepreneur

arranges for a doctor. She also provides assistance if there is an emergency, such as a death in the
employee's family or if she is having financial problems. In addition, the Entrepreneur, who also
has a post-graduate degree in Psychology, acts as a counselor and a mentor for the women who
work for her.

Being a male-dominated society makes it difficult to create a business model similar to
that of the Entrepreneur. However, her clothingbusinesshas becomepopular throughout the city
of Lahore and she is also receiving orders from other cities. The Entrepreneur believes her

company's success will lead other women to follow suit. She explained that NGOs and
businesses such as her own in Pakistan are "trying to stress the importance of the role that

Pakistani women play in our society. They are trying to bring the struggle of women into the

limelight. [We] are trying our best to improve the image of Pakistani women, by showing that we
can empower ourselves to become successful people" (Interview #04). This business model can

be developed throughout Pakistan in order to give other low income females a chance to become
independent.

Similar to the Entrepreneur, the Senior Manager at the Red Cross in Islamabad works

with international agencies to improve the condition of women. She is in the finance division of
the International Federation of the Red Cross/Red Crescent based in Pakistan. She works directly

with the United Nations and their AIDS program, as well as with the World Health Organization.

Herjob is to monitor, evaluate and observethe programs that are being implemented within the
country. One of the biggest issues that she faces is raising awareness of the horrendous poverty
and health crisis that is affecting women, both nationally and at the international level. She

explained that life in Pakistanis especially tough for women. To reach a professional position in
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Pakistani society, a woman must "work two times as hard to be half as good. Womenreally have
to earn their respect in their professions, and it is unfortunate that there is still that stigma

attached to being a professional woman" (Interview #08). She also explained that the Red Cross
in Pakistan faces a double dilemma concerning the plight of women. They are trying to

implement health care andeducation initiatives for the underprivileged females within Pakistan.
Additionally, they also work with refugees from war-torn Afghanistan; refugees who are

predominantly women and young children. The influx of the displaced from the political unrest
in Afghanistan leads to the depletion of resources thatwould otherwise be used to improve the

plight of the poor within Pakistani society. "We [The Red Cross] work through the national
society and try to improve these programs.. .we first try to help themost vulnerable. We usually

go into anarea or a region for the long-term—we are currently trying to help the Afghani
refugees get jobs and go back home. We are facing the direct consequences of the conflict and
instability because we have so many refugees to deal with" (Interview #08). It is estimated that
Pakistan currently has between two and three million Afghan refugees. Under such conditions, it
is difficult to implement programs to help care for women and provide them the tools they need
to become self-sufficient.

However, both the Red Cross Manager and the Entrepreneur believe that societyin

Pakistan is beginning to change, and that more women will eventually enter the workforce. She
also reasons that discrimination against women is due to the perception that women shouldnot

work; instead they should stayhome and tend to the family. She believes that "this negative,

discriminatory mentality needs to change but it can only come if the men in the workplace have

an attitude adjustment" (Interview #08). Herrole within the Red Cross has taught herthat

creating awareness of discrimination against women is crucial. She believes the only way that
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people will become more proactive against discrimination if they believe they can truly make a
difference. When asked what she believes can be done to eliminate the gender gap in Pakistan

she responded, "I think that we need to develop ourown media and become more proactive.. .1
thinkthat the internet can reallyhelp in creating awareness. The silentmajority needs to wake
up!" (Interview #08).

In addition to providing jobs and housing for the poor, Pakistani professional women are

also providing medical services for the female population. The Doctor (OBGYN) explained that
due to certaintaboos within the society, "most women do prefer to go to female doctors...it is
often easier for female patients to discuss problems/treatments with female doctors because they

can empathize" with them (Interview #03). Manymen do not wanttheir wives to be attended to

by male physicians; so many women maynotbe able to seek any medical care at all. Religious
beliefs also may prevent females from beingtreated by male doctors. Dr. Rubina Saigol, director
of ActionAid Pakistan, a community development humanitarianorganization, states that in the

poorest areas of Pakistan, "a lot of time men didn't wantto taketheir women to see a male doctor
and a lot of women [are] denied medicalcare. This is a highly religious area. The idea of purdah
(covering) and the four walls of the house is very strong here. Women have less access to

hospitals, because of strong social traditions." xvn The OBGYN also sees similar trends in the
hospitals where she works. Shebelieves that when there are female doctors present at hospitals
and healthcare facilities, the number of female patients tends to increase. Being a female

physician is an asset in Pakistani societybecause it allows female patientsto feel comfortable
asking questions regarding issues related to family planning and their personal healthcare.
The OBGYN is currently the head gynecologist at two hospitals in Lahore. The hospitals

charge an hourly rate for their services, and for specific procedures (categorized as major or
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minor). There is also an additional fee for certain procedures (depending on the type of

procedure). The Doctor also operates a clinic in her own home, providing free or reduced-cost
medical services to low-income patients, some of whom come from remote villages. She

negotiates with pharmaceutical representatives to try to get low-cost medicines for her clients,
and does not charge her neediestpatients for the medicines. The nature of her practiceis such

that she sees predominantly female patients, most of whom are pregnant. In her career, which

spans over42 years, she has delivered thousands of babies. She feels that as a doctor, it is her
duty to help her patients deliver healthy babies, without them having to worry about how they
will pay for theirmedical expenses. "Thereproductive side of the medical profession is my

passion, because I believe that to help someone bring a child into the world, to be able to witness
so many births, is a miracle in itselfand a blessing from God" (Interview #03). Other female
doctors in Pakistan are also providing similar services to their patients.

Another important service that is necessary to improve the status of Pakistan's female

population is free orreduced-cost legal aid. The Lawyer for Pakistan's Provincial High Court is
one of the nation's pioneers in advocating for women's rights within the framework of the

country's legal system. She has made it her career objective to try to bring women's rights to the
forefront of thejusticesystem in Pakistan. She, along withthe help of some female colleagues
and volunteers, created a group called "LAWS", which stands for Legal Aid Welfare Society.
LAWS has three main objectives: to provide Legal Aid, to raise Legal Awareness, and to
conduct Legal Research.

LAWS also operates a Legal Aid Center, which provides needywomen with free legal
advice. The women are only required to pay for the court expenses; the attorneys do not charge
the women for their services. "We have a team of women who are practicing lawyers and they
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provide this legal aid at no cost for any female who needs it. This has been a blessing for the
women who come to us because they are able to fight for their rights in the placewhere it

matters most—a court of law" (Interview #07). Cases sometimes include situations of abuse and

neglect, including sexual abuse and violence against women. Often, women's inheritance and
property rights have been usurped by their male family members. Without the help of
•

professional attorneys, many ofthese women would not beable to fight for their rights incourt.
Usually the women who need the most help are theones who cannot afford to paythe expenses
incurred in legal cases, so the Legal Aid Center has been pivotal in providing crucial legal
services for these women.

The second objective of LAWS is to help create legal awareness in Pakistan. They have a
dedicated group of bothmale and female attorneys who offer basic courses on the legal system

throughout the cityof Lahore. The group's goal is to tryto make society "accept women as equal
counterparts to improve sustainable development" (Interview #07). LAWS uses the Constitution
of Pakistanand the Quran to define the role and status of women. The attorneys then go to

schools, colleges and universities and hold seminars explaining women's rights to the students.
The Lawyer describes the work of LAWS as "teaching young people andthose who are
interested abouttheir rights and the ins and outs of the laws of this country, especially the ones

that pertain to women" (Interview #07). She acknowledges the fact that abuses and violations
against women continue to plague Pakistani society, despite the group's efforts to educate the
population. Shebelieves that the infringements on women's rights continue to occurbecause

people are not aware of the laws that exist to prevent these violations. "The biggest problem is
that there is a lack of awareness in society about these legal rights. If awareness is created, then
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the injustices that are done towards women will slowly begin to cease, because women will
themselves fight for their rights and others will help them in their noble cause" (Interview#07).
The third objective of LAWS is to conduct legal research, particularly related to the

rights that women have under Pakistan's Constitution. The attorneys who work with LAWS "use
rationalization and dialogue to try to appeal to the general public" (Interview #07). The Lawyer
and her team are also doing extensive research on CEDAW, which is the United Nations
Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women. Adopted by the

UN General Assembly in 1979, CEDAW was ratified by Pakistan in 1996 underthe assumption
that it would be implemented in accordance with Pakistan's Constitution.

Although CEDAW has beenadopted by Pakistan's government, the Lawyer is concerned
that "these laws are not being enforced in Pakistan. .. .and if people (especially women) gained
an awareness that these laws exist, then there would be pressure on governments and society to

uphold them" (Interview #07). Her job within the government as a Provincial High Court
Lawyer is to advise the government on women's issues. She is currently the Pakistan

government's resource for legal empowerment and awareness ofwomen (Interview #07). In
addition to dedicating her career to improving the status of women in Pakistan, the Lawyer also
has won numerous distinctions. She holds a seat on the executive committee of the Supreme

CourtBar Association and is a recipient of the FatimaJinnah award (national recognition) for
her contribution of free legal aid services to women. Additionally, she is also a founding member
of the Pakistan Women Lawyers Association, Vice President of the All Pakistan Women's

Association, and an honorary editor of the Pakistan Law Journal. xv,n

These professional females have devoted their lives to helping their fellow Pakistani
women getthe proper services they need. Their work is commendable; it is a model for therest
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ofthe nation's professional women. Their role inworking to improve the status ofwomen will
be crucial in not onlyraising awareness of women's rights, but is also likely to enhance the
nation's efforts to eliminate gender discrimination and create women's equality in society.
The Role of NGO's: Assisting Pakistan's Female Population

The work of Non-Governmental Organizations in Pakistan is crucial to the success of

elevating the status of women in this impoverished nation. These agencies assist withstructural
changes, and aid in the areas where the government's efforts are lacking. There are a wide
variety of NGO's in Pakistan that are working to fight poverty, improve the literacy rate and
eliminate gender discrimination. However, in this dissertation, I will focus on just a few of the

pioneering organizations that have the direct involvement of Pakistani female professionals.
These arejust a few of the agencies that have established programs which havebeen effective in
providing resources for Pakistani women.
The All Pakistan Women's Association (APWA) is a non-profit and non-political

organization whose main goal is to improve the moral, social and economic welfare of the
women and children. For the past several decades, APWA has been an extremely active

humanitarian organization. It currentlyhas branchesin 56 districts throughout the country. It is a

majorplayerin advocating for women's rights. The organization also helps sponsor the
celebration of international events, such as United Nations Day, International Women's Day and

UNICEF Day. APWA's humanitarianwork is funded solely through donors, entrepreneurs and
in-kind donations from philanthropists. The organization has received numerous international
awards for its services, including the UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization) Adult Literacy Prize in 1974 for its efforts in raising the literacy rate
amongPakistani women, as well as the Peace Messenger Certificate, awarded by the UN
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Secretary-General in 1987. X1X Several of the women I interviewed, includingthe Lawyerand the
Artist, are active members of APWA.

APWA also operates a women's college based in Lahore. The College Professor I

interviewedis an English teacher at the College. It employs approximately fifty teachers, all of
whom are female. The Professor explained that "we have all female teachers here because we

want the young ladies to understand that womencan do just as well (education and careerwise)
as men can" (Interview #06).

APWA was founded in 1949 by Begum Ra'ana Liaquat Ali Khan, the wife of the first

Prime Minister of Pakistan. Her goal in forming the organization was the social, educational and

cultural uplift of women. In addition to forming APWA, Mrs. Khan (who held a Master's degree

in Economics) was a leading activist for women's rights afterthe partition of Pakistan and India.
Soon after the new state was born in 1947, she took the lead in starting the women's voluntary
service. She formed the Pakistan Women's National Guard and the Pakistan Women Naval

Reserve. She was the first Muslim woman to win the United Nations Human Rights Award, the
Jane Adams Medal and the Woman of Achievement Medal. She was also the first Muslim

woman delegate to the UN. **
Another organization with objectives similarto those of APWA is the Aurat Publication

and Information Service Foundation (Aurat Foundation), established in Lahore in 1986. The
Foundation operates in 85 of the country's 113 districts, as well as 17of the tribal and northern
areas. It is a "civil society organization working for women's greater control over knowledge,
resources and institutions, through the production and dissemination of information. Aurat
Foundation believes that this will lead to women's participation in governance at all levels. The

Foundation also works with civil societyorganizations at different levels to develop an enabling
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environment for women's empowerment through strengthening participatory democracy and
good governance in Pakistan." ***
Aurat Foundation has created a network of information for both rural and urban women

in approximately 1000 communities throughout the country. The organization continues to create

programs that will be beneficial for women's greater economic and political power in society.
The Foundation has five main advocacy areas, which are:

•

To pick up key issues and run campaigns for these at all levels.

• To organize conferences for rural women to enable them to share experiences and hold
dialogues with policymakers, planners and political representatives to influence government
programs.

•

To meet regularly and build systematic contacts within the legislatures and bureaucracy so as

to provide them timely information andto assist them in making interventions in the interests
of women in legislation and development programs.

•

To conduct gender awareness meetings and workshops to better sensitize decision-makers.

• To set up "watch" mechanisms to systematically monitor decisions which affect women. This
will generate information whichwill feed into other advocacy activities.
Aurat Foundation receives donations from private groups and individuals, and also through

special project grants funded by international organizations, including the United Nations Fund
for Women's Development (UNIFEM), Royal Netherlands Embassy in Pakistan, Norwegian
Agency for Development (NORAD), and the Canadian International Development Agency

(CIDA). **
Upon the advice of the Business Executive and also the School Principal whom I
interviewed, I visited the Aurat Foundation's Head Office in Lahore, Pakistan. It had a library as
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well as four staff members who offered to assist with any research that I needed to conduct for

my dissertation. The library had books, articles and publications from various journals on nearly
any topic related to women. The Foundation offered its services, including photocopies of the

library's referencematerials, free of charge. The resources available through the Foundation to
anyone interested in obtaininginformation about women in Pakistan (as well as internationally)
were innumerable.

The Pakistan Societyfor the Rehabilitation ofthe Disabled (PSRD) is a non-profit

organization that was established in 1957 in Lahore, Pakistan. The PSRD runs a hospital for

people with disabilities, mostly those that come from low-income families throughout the city of
Lahore and surrounding communities. The majority of the patients are young children, most of
whom have disabilities caused by birth defects, polio or cerebral palsy. Although the

organization does not caterspecifically to women, the hospital's fundraising coordinator as well
as most of its volunteers are female. The PSRD also operates a school for children who require
use of its rehabilitation programs.

The Entrepreneur I interviewed is a volunteer at the PSRD and she recommended that I
meet with the fundraising coordinator, Begum Shirazi. Mrs. Shirazi has been with the

organization since 1960. She is an educated professional who became involved with the Society
in orderto give back to the community. To meet the basic needs of the hospital, she used to go
door-to-door to collect donations. Today, approximately 90% of the funding for the hospital

comes from moneyraised by the Society; the rest comes from loans and someprivate donations.

The government sometimes allocates funds to the hospital and school, but Mrs. Shirazi described
theprocess of acquiring government funding as "difficult". The Society has doctors and

psychologists who volunteer their time to treat patients. The hospital also has a full-time social
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worker, who is a female professional. She conducts patient assessments, and determines what

each patient can pay, taking into account their financial status and cost ofthe treatment. Funds
are available for patients who have high need (30% of the patients are classified under the free
treatment plan), and nearly allpatients get some form of reduced-cost treatment benefits.
Although the hospital operates efficiently, the model for others to follow is PSRD's

school. The Society's school has 250 students, all of whom receive treatment and an education at
the same time. The school enrolls students from kindergarten through high school, and currently

has a 90% college placement rate. The students get scholarships to attend the school, which is

adjacent to the hospital, so they can also undergo treatment for their disabilities throughout their
school day. The school also has a partnership with a local university which gives the students

two years of free tuition if they are admitted. Part of the school's educational program is to
empower its female students to succeed. Female patients, whether in the hospital or at the

society's school, are always treated with the utmost respect and "we all push for their success",
explained Mrs. Shirazi.

Many of the children are abandoned or shunned because of theirdisabilities, andthe

hospital will do whatever it canto accommodate them. It even offers a micro credit program for

patients who hope to start their own business. The goal, Mrs. Shirazi states, "is to help people get
on their feet." The PSRD's school is a model to follow for both the government of Pakistan, as

well as other agencies that work to implement educational opportunities in Pakistan. The

government and NGO's can use PSRD as an example for how to run schools thatcater to female
children from low-income families, giving young girls the opportunity to obtain a proper

education. Just like PSRD provides free and reduced-cost education for childrenwith disabilities,
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organizations that work in Pakistan's education sector can help provide low-cost education for
the nation's poorest female children. xx,n
The First Women Bank, Ltd. (FWBL) is a corporation that was created in 1989. As its

name implies, the bank was the first of its kind in Pakistan; designed to givewomen the

opportunity have theirownincome base and allow them to have access to secure financial
services. The Bank's objective is to economically empower women, particularly those from the
lowerand middle classes, by providing opportunities for both their professional and social

development. In addition to offering traditional services, the Bank also offers special programs
for females who use its services, including:

• Entrepreneurial skills development training programs, allowing women to update their
marketing, behavioral, and managerial skills.

• Product marketing and development programs—the Bank markets its client's products
through display counters/windows at its various branch locations.

• Identifying market outlets—the Bank arranges exhibitions ofthe products created/developed

byits clients. Through its sponsorship, the Bank encourages and supports its clients, giving
them the opportunity to display their products throughout Pakistan, as well as internationally.
• Promoting computer literacy among women—the Bank hopes to equip female entrepreneurs
as well as women from all walks of life with the computer skills needed to help them meet

the challenges of the 21st Century.
The First Women Bank's managerial functions are coordinated solely by women. The

Bank operates out of bigcities in Pakistan, buthas eleven mobile credit officers and special
creditdisbursement programs which are offered to womenin rural parts of the country.
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The FWBL was recommended to me by the Entrepreneur, School Principal and also the
Montessori School Teacher. Each of these women believes the Bank's services are exceptional

and is a pioneer in Pakistan's banking industry in regards to both the financial and career
services it offers to its female clients.5"™

The Role of Religion: Female Empowerment through Islamic Teachings

Religion plays a significant role in the discussion on gender-related issues in Pakistan. As
noted previously, Pakistan's population is approximately 96% Muslim. All ten of the women
interviewed saidthat they followed the Islamic faith. During the interview, nine out of the ten
womenconsidered themselves to be "religious." They were each also asked to classifytheir self-

described level of religiosity. Table 8 and Table 9 both show the women's responses to the
questions regarding their religious beliefs.
Table 8: Religiosity

Question: "Do you consider yourself to be a religious person?"
Level of Religiosity
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Table 9 illustrates the role that religion plays in the interviewees' lives. All of the ten women
considered themselves to be either "somewhat" or "very religious." This shows that many
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professional women continue to uphold religious principles andvalues, as part of the country's
traditional culture.

Table 9: Level of Religiosity

Question: How would you describe your level of religiosity?
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As illustrated in Tables 8 and 9, there is an emerging trend of professional women who

are reverting to the practice of Islamic law. They are using the Quran to elucidate the status of
women in society. This trend ofwomen's social empowerment through religious teachings is

gaining strength among the educated middle-class females. Islam accorded women the right to
own and inherit property as well as the opportunity to participate in political affairs. Through
various educational programs, these women are rapidly disseminating this information
throughout the country.

The largest and perhaps the most powerful of these religious groups is the Al-Huda
International Welfare Foundation, founded in 1994 by a physician, Dr. Farhat Hashmi. It is a

non-political, non-governmental organization that is actively involved inthe promotion of
Islamic education and the service of mankind. The organization's objectives include promoting
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Islamic values based on "sound knowledge and research, free from all kinds of bias and
sectarianism."*™ Al-Huda also encourages its members to participate in charitable works to
improve the conditions of the poor within society.
The Foundation's core focus is in the area of training and development, pertaining to the
education of women. Al-Huda has created an Institute of Islamic Education for Women which,

according to the organization's objectives,"has been established for the promotion of Islamic
education...special emphasis is laid on characterbuilding and practical applicationof Islamic
tenets." ^

The Institute operates under the guidance of Dr. Hashmi, who travels throughout the

country, conductingfree seminars on the practical applicationof Islamic principles. Her special
clinics are tremendously popular; drawing women from far and wide. These women participate
in weekly Quran-study sessions, called 'dars.' They take place in the home of one of the women.
Seminars are usually led by a graduate of the Al-Huda Institute. In some cases, the groups have

become so large that they take place in five-star hotels in order to accommodate the women in
attendance.

On February 21st, 2005,1 had the opportunity to attend an Al-Huda conference at a hotel
in Lahore, in which Dr. Hashmi was the keynote speaker. There were over 800 women present.

The conference included full-text commentary of the Quran. The reason that the group focuses

on religious education is because it believes that if women are aware of their rights accorded
under Islamic law, they will be able to improve their status in society. At the seminar, Dr.
Hashmi stated that Al-Huda hopes to "teach Muslim women how to lead better lives and to

empower them to incorporate mainstream practical Islamic teachings into their dailylives.',XXVI1
She began by reading a few verses from the Quran along with their English and Urdu translation.
The commentary and explanation of the Quran used by Al-Huda is the most basic and the
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simplest; yet it is one of the most moderate of all the interpretations of the holy book. Dr.
Hashmi described how she believes in the importance of self-study and especially motivating

women "to readthe Quran andunderstand it themselves rather thanhave others translate it." xxvm
At the end of her lecture, which had a question-and-answer format to keep the audience

involved, Dr. Hashmi gave attendees the following advice: "Don't follow any religious leaders

(or anyone for that matter) blindly. Think for yourself; understand for yourself. Godhas given
humans the ability to reason and to use rationale, so make your own educateddecisions
regarding religious matters."xx,x
The conference also included topics such as: volunteering within the community,

assisting the poor/needy through charitable donations, and education. One of the organizing
members told me that the "Al-Huda school has flourished in the past few years due to its simple

and universal message for women—'you are your own connection to God, the more you

understand for yourself, the closer to Him you will be.' ra The importance of the"woman" is
stressed because it is the females in societywho have influence on their families, especially their
children. The dars attendees included women from a wide age range, from teenagers to the

elderly. When asked whythey are in attendance, some of the ladies toldme they came out of
curiosity; others because their friends and neighbors had invited them. Word-of mouth seems to
be the main mode of advertising for this event.

Al-Huda is a prime example of how an individual person can bring about a revolutionary

change in society. Dr. Hashmi's organization is now internationally recognized. Today, chapters
of Al-Huda exist all over the world, including Canada, Europe, and even the United States. The

organization uses the latest technology to spread its message. It offers online Islamic courses. AlHuda offers CDs and DVDs on a variety of topics, including a full-text English translation and
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commentary of the Quran bywomen. Itsmessage of education and empowerment continues to
attract Pakistani women at the grass-roots level. The organization is fast becoming a key player
in helping to solve some of the nation's gender issues.
Conclusion

The situation of Pakistan's impoverished women is grim. High birth rates, coupled with

high infant mortality rates and low literacy rates plague the nation, withwomen being the worstoff in society. Gender discrimination in schools and in the workplace alsoputs limitations on
womento achieve success and gain independence. In short, the three main factors which

negatively affect Pakistani women arepoverty, lack of education, and gender discrimination.
The government of Pakistan falls short in its efforts to ameliorate the lives of
impoverished, uneducated females. Since the government does not provide adequate resources to
improve the plight of the poorest segment of Pakistan's population, it is up to the educated,

professional women to compensate where the government cannot. The ten women I interviewed
areprime examples of professional females who are making strides in improving the status of
women. Whether at the local, provincial, national, or international level, these women are

impacting Pakistani society for the betterment of their gender, thereby improving their
communities as a whole. NGOs, many of which are run by and catered towards women, are

striving to provide resources such as healthcare, legal aid, educational services and women's
rights initiatives.

Although gender discrimination does exist, the professional women interviewed for this
dissertation remain optimistic that positive changes can be made. For there to be any lasting

impact, educated women must be at the forefront of the movement towards a societal revolution.
These women have paved the way for other females to take a more proactive role in raising
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awareness of the dire conditions that exist. This awareness can come only through education, of

both religious and secularnature. Also, efforts shouldbe made to conduct educational outreach
for both men and women, so they understand with women's rights issues, as well as the laws that

existto prevent violations from occurring. The government needs to implement female
education initiatives and enforce existing laws that regulate gender discrimination and prosecute

women's rights abuses. But ultimately, educated females must play a proactive role in elevating
the status of all Pakistani women.
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Interview# : 01

Profession : Schoolteacher

Interview Questionnaire
Demographic questions:

1.
2.

What is your age range? 25-40 yrs.
What is the highest educational degree you have achieved?
Bachelors in Home Economics from Punjab University

3.
4.

What is the highest level of educationyour father has achieved?
Masters in Geologyfrom Austria and Karachi
What is the highest level of educationyour mother has achieved?

5.

Bachelors in Psychology
What is your profession?
/ teach at a Montessori School in Islamabad

6.
7.

Are you married? Ijust got engaged.
How many children do you have? N/A
a. male:
b. female:

8.

Whatis the highest educational degree your husband (fiance) has achieved? MBA

9.

What is your husband's profession? Managerial consultantfor an oilcompany, works with
Malaysian dignitaries and deals with foreign investments in Pakistan.

10.

How many siblings do you have?
a. male:
1
b. female:
1
Would you describe yourself a religious person? Yes
How would you describe your level of religiosity?
a) Very religious
b) Somewhat religious __X__
d) Not very religious
e) Not religious at all

11.
12.

f)

Not sure

Questions Relatedto Interviewee's Personal/Family Background and Upbringing:
13.

Please describe your mother' s role in your family.

My mom played apivotal role in ourfamily. Her efforts always revolved around character
building. She has always been extremely religious, very devout andpious. She is loving, but at the
same time, she has been meticulous aboutfollowing Islamic principles (accurately) and getting
her children to do the same. Knowledge (Islamic and otherwise) is very important to her, and she

has always taught me about religion and life and how to apply the practical religious teachings
to one's daily life. Even though she isa very devout Muslim and wants others (especially her
children) to be the same way, she always taught us that balance and moderation is the key. I
learnedfrom her that itis important to have a well-rounded education, notjust in the religious
perspective, but also knowledge ofthe literature, arts, and sciences is important and that's the
best way to be a well-roundedperson. Ithas helped me in my career as a teacher, because I try to
teach my students allofthese things and the goal is to become a betterperson soI can eventually
teach others the same. I learned thisfrom my mother.
14.

Who is the most influential female in your life?

My mother isthe most influentialperson in my life. She has taught me the value oftime
management. When I was a little girl in elementary school, I had very low confidence and low
self-esteem. I was shy and cried a lot in school because I was insecure. I would often stand alone

in assemblies andwould go lookingfor my older brother's class (he was in the sameschool as
me) because I was scared tosocialize with my own peers. I was scared of the kids in my class.
During this time, my mom was very patient with me. She alsospent a lotof time with me outside
ofschool because sheknew that I needed special attention and care. Although she was very busy
with work (as a schoolteacher) and my younger sister, who wasjust a baby, she would set aside
time out of her busy schedule to talk to me and to try to boost my self-esteem. This was very
helpfulfor me and I have come to appreciate and cherish that time that I spent with her. Her
soothing, gentle words always made mefeel better, and thanks to her, I believe that I have grown
up to be a thoughtful, intelligent and self-confidentperson. Initially, my mom stayed home with
thekids when we were young. When my youngest sisterstarted school, then my mom went to
work. She wanted to be at home with usfor thefist few years ofour lives so she could make sure
we were loved andcaredfor. Shealso wanted us to have the besteducation possible, because
knowledge was very important to her, as I mentioned before. She taught both Islamiyaat (Islamic
Studies) and Urdu at aprivate school in Islamabad. She became a great influencefor her
students as well, who also try to live byher example and teachings. We still havestudents cometo
ourhouse who hadheras a teacher when they were young, and they often tell howshe inspired
them to become better people. This makes me very proud of my mom, and that is why she has had
the best and biggest influence on mylife.

15.

How many members of your family emigrated abroad(in particular to Europe or the United
States)?

I have manyfamily members that have emigrated abroad. My dad went toAustria tostudy, but
then he came back. My brother went toAustralia andafter graduating, he also returned to
Pakistan. I currently have severalcousins, aunts anduncles who live inAmerica andCanada.
16.

Please describe any barriers or hurdles you had to overcome in your life (either personal or
professional).

I wanted to do my Masters at the National College ofArts inLahore. But at the time, I was living
inIslamabad, andmy mom was concerned that I would be living alone andawayfrom home. At
the time, I was very upset that she didnot let me go, but now I realize that it was probablyfor the
better. I ended up staying in Islamabad andcompleting my degree there. We are a very tight-knit
family, and my mom wanted to keep all of us together, and I respect herfor that. I think that this
is common inPakistan, bothfor girls andboys tostayclose to homefor their university/higher
studies. I believe this is because parents generally want their children close to them, thefamily
unit is very important inPakistani society, although it is often difficult to keep everyone together,
since the children want theirfreedom. Butnow, more andmore, I am seeing that both male and
female students are leaving home and studying elsewhere (in another city in Pakistan, or another
country). I have manyfriends (in my age group who are20-30years old) who arestudying
abroad with their parents 'full blessings. I think it is a goodidea to letchildren study abroad,
especially girls, but the most important thing is toget them educated, wherever itmay be.
17.

What, in your opinion, is your biggest accomplishment thus far in your career?
There was a student in my preschool class who did notspeakat all. He wasfour years old, and
never spoke. He was a slow learner anddid not even talk at home with hisparents. I spent extra
time with him after school, teaching him howto readandtrying to coax him into sayingafew
words at a time. Slowly, he began to repeat words andsentences after me, and within afew
weeks, he was talking! His mother came tosee meat school andshe wasso thrilled that he had

started talking that she baked me a cake! This was a bigaccomplishmentfor me, not because of
the cake, but because my hard work with this studentpaid offandI helped to make a difference in
his and hisfamily's lives.

n

Questions Related to Interviewee's Educational Background

18.

Please describe your experiences, both and positive and negative, that you had while in
school/college.

Apositive experience that I had while in college was that I went toa women 'sjail on afield trip
from my sociology class. We interviewed thefemale inmates at thisjail and some of these women
hadbeen inprisonfor more thanfive years. It washeartbreaking because some of these women
had young children. The majority of them were injail because of drug-related crimes and sex
scandals. But thebiggest problem was that somehadnever even hada hearing, andthey were
waiting to be tried in a court of lawfor many years but had never been given afair trial. I also
learned that some of the drugs aresupplied to these women bythe police, andit is their way of
earning a living to help theirfamilies. This was very sad, and I think that wein Pakistan need to
dosomething about the courts becausejusticeis not being served, especially not to these women.
They need another outlet, a wayfor theirfamilies to earn a living legally without having to sell
drugs orgo into prostitution. This was an eye openerfor me, and I'm gladI had this experience
in college. I don't think I had any negative experiences in college, I really enjoyed my classes.
19.

Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treated unfairly) by malefaculty?
No. I actually went to an all girls' university so I never had any malefaculty. There were some
malefaculty teaching at the school, but they were very well educated, refined andpolite and
treated us with respect. I never had anyproblems with discrimination.

20.

Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (ortreated unfairly) by male students, such
as fellow classmates?

Never in college oruniversity, but I remember an instance in elementary school when one boy
said something inappropriate to me, he was teasing allthe girls in our class, and I got mad, and
slugged him really hard. He never gave me a hard time after that. I think that discrimination
should not betolerated by anyone, in any shape orform. I,personally, have neverfelt that I was
discriminated against byfellow students ofthe opposite sex, but ifI did, I would definitely report
it andtry to make surethe student was punishedfor their behavior.
Questions Related to Interviewee's Career/Current Employment

21.

What is yourposition in the field in which you are currently employed?
Montessori Schoolteacher, 3-5 year old students

22.
23.

How many employees are there in your organization? 32 employees in my Montessori branch
What is the percentage (an estimate, if exact figures are unavailable) of the number of female
employees in your organization? Just one male, all the rest arefemales.

24.

Do you feel thatyou are accepted by male employees in your organization?
Yes. The senior branch has more males since they needmore malefaculty to teach the high
school classes. However, they arepaid the sameas theother employees in the organization.
Describe in detail whatproblems, if any, you faced in reaching the position you currently holdin
your career. I don't think that Ifaced any problems in becoming a teacher. The school was
lookingforyounger teachers, those who havejustgraduated, and I needed the work experience,
so I had no problem in getting thisjob. I really like teaching the students and being an influence
on their lives atsuch ayoung age. I believe I am helping to mold them into who they will become
as adults, therefore, myjobas an educator is very important, and I do my best tofulfill itto the

25.

best ofmy ability.

26.

How would you describe the overall attitude towards females in your profession? Teaching is a

very respectable professionfor women. Itis probably one ofthe main professions in Pakistan that
is saturated byfemales.

in

27.

Do you believe that women in your profession are treated fairly (example: paid the same) asmale
coworkers? Pleaseexplaingiving as many specific instances as possible.

When hiring, the employers in thefield ofeducation mostly look at the educational background of
the applicant and whether you have the patience and can interact well with the kid;, they do not
look atwhether an applicant is male orfemale. Men and women both receive the same pay. They
28.

look atjob qualifications and the applicant's ability, rather than his/her gender.
Have you thus far in your career felt that you were discriminated against? If so, in what way?
Please explain your answer in detail.

No, I think seniority in the profession is important, sopeople who have workedfor maybe 10
years will getpaid more than someone who has been teaching at the schoolfor 3-4 years. But
otherwise, there is really no discrimination.

29.

Do you plan to continue to work after marriage?

No, not because anyone told me not to, but because I want to stay home with myfamily and be
able to spend time with my kids. I think I will workfor ayear ortwo and then settle down, start a
family. My husband does not mind ifI want to stay home, he thinks itis my decision, but he says
that ifI want to work, he 'd be more than happy ifI did so. Most ofmyfriends who have gotten
married continue to work after marriage, but my personalpreference is tostay home. After
marriage, I'llbe staying with my in-laws. This is very commonfora girl in Pakistan, even today,
to move in with her husband'sfamily after marriage. Myhusband has his own separate quarters
in their house, so wewillhave some privacy and at the same time I won't have todo all the
cooking andcleaning, so I'm lookingforward to that!

Questions Related to the Overall Attitude Towards Pakistani Women
30.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of being a female professional in Pakistani society?
The advantages ofbeing afemale professional in Pakistan are that you have a lot of exposure
and interaction with otherprofessionals—both male andfemale. The main problem with being a
teacher is that we have lowsalaries ingeneralcompared to other professions. Ifyou are a

teacher, and you are the soleprovider in yourfamily (the primary worker) then you will most
likely have difficulty making ends meet. Other than that, teaching is a great profession, especially
for women because there are plenty ofjobsavailable atall different levels.
31.

Doyou think that theWest (America in particular) has a positive image of Pakistani women?
No. Not at all! I believethat this is because most ofthem (Americans, Westerners) think that
Pakistani women are kitchen utilities and are locked within thepremises and are not given an

equal chance to contribute to society. This is definitely not the case, and we should all
(Pakistanis, wherever they may live) try to dispel these misconceptions. The truth is that women
are given chances to do work other than outside their homes, even in the rural villages. In all the
bigger cities, women are educated and the ones who work hard go to thefinest institutionsfor
higher learning.

32.

Whatrole do you thinkthe media plays in contributing to the overall image of Pakistani women
in the West (particularly in American society)? The media plays an absolutely biased role in the

portrayal ofPakistani women. Itseems like people in the media do not want others to know that
there are very educatedpeople in Pakistan and that these women lead a normal life. Information
feeders in the media portray specific instances (exceptions) in order tojustify theforeign policy
of western nations (namely, the United States) towards countries like Pakistan.

IV

33.

Whatdo you thinkcan be done to improve the image of Pakistani women in the media?
/ think that thePakistanis who are livingabroad in western countries shouldwork hard to try to
educate their country's populations about Pakistan and itspeople. It is very important to educate
people, because ignorance only createsfear, which leads to hatred. I think that once people start
to understand that we are all human beings living on this earth, they will have a better perception

of those who aredifferentfrom them, whether it is in religion, race or culture.

Interview# : 02

Profession: Business Executive

Interview Questionnaire
Demographic questions:
1. What is your age range? 25-40 yrs.

2. What is the highest educational degree you have achieved? MBA fromLahore University of
Management & Sciences (LUMS)
3. What is the highest level of education your father has achieved? Masters in Economics
4. What is the highest level of education your mother has achieved?Masters in Social Work
5. What is your profession? Business Executive
6. Are you married? No
7. How many children do you have? N/A
a. male:
b. female:

8. What is the highest educational degree your husband has achieved? N/A
9. What is your husband's profession? N/A.
10. How many siblings do you have?
a. male:
2
b. female:
11. Would you describe yourself a religious person? No
12. How would you describe your level of religiosity?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Very religious
Somewhat religious
Not very religious
Not religious at all
Not sure

X

Questions Related to Interviewee's Personal/Family Background and Upbringing:
13. Please describe your mother's role in your family.

My mother was the nucleus ofthefamily. Shedidnotwork after she got married, but she instead
stayed home to take care ofmy two brothers andme. Education was always apriorityfor her,
andshe wanted us to have the bestpossible education. She was the backbone ofourfamily. She
passedawayfrom cancer two years ago and even while undergoingpainful treatment; she did
not give up hope andcontinued to be a strong influence androle model in our(myfamily's) life.
14. Who is the most influential female in your life?

My mother was again themost influentialfemale in my life. She was thekey decision- maker in
thefamily, but she also gave us kids thefreedom to do whatever we wanted to do. She was very
much open to letting me (the onlyfemale child) do whatever I wanted to do in terms ofa career.
This was not very common in myfamily, sincejust aboutall ofmy cousins were expectedto do
medicine and becomephysicians. My mother and myfather both supported mydecision to go to
LUMS andstudy business and they both wholeheartedly agreed to send me out oftown to grad
school. I had theopportunity to live on my own in hostels while in gradschool in Lahore. My
mom was a very strong supporter of educating all ofherkids at the best ofschools, but she
especially wanted me to get a good education because I was the only girl.

VI

15. Howmanymembers of your family emigrated abroad (in particular to Europe or the United
States)?

2 members of myfamily, my uncle and aunt, as well as my brother who went tostudy in America
but came back to Pakistan after completinghis degree in computer science..

16. Please describe any barriers or hurdles you had to overcome in your life (either personal or
professional).

Professionally—I workedfor Pakistan Tobacco after I completed my MBA atLUMS. It was the
firstjob that I had, but I did not enjoy it very much.. Fora woman to work in a Pakistani
environment, it is important that the otherpeople with whom she works in that organization
understand that the woman is most likely a very qualified, capable woman. Ifelt that it wasa very
uncomfortable working environmentfor a woman to be in. I have afriend who is there right now,
and shehas the same problems that I had working there nearly 10years ago. The culture there
has not changed atall. Women are paidequally and receive a lot ofsupport at the organizational
level atPakistan Tobacco Company. But at the individual level, when it comes to the work culture
and atmosphere, the individuals (men) discriminated against thefemale workers of the same
caliber. Pakistan Tobacco Company was uncomfortable with the idea of having women working
there andthemen were uncomfortable with the idea ofhaving a woman as their colleague.
I was part of thefirst batch hired after twelve years ofa hiringfreeze in that company.
They had only about 30females (almost allsecretaries) out of2500 employees total at the time.
Old habits diehard and it is difficult to change the culture since the company is more than eighty

years old. I think that more and more pressurefrom the internationalfront is needed to create a
positive work environment, which is comfortablefor women.
I had a very different experience in Mobilink, where I currently work (started atMobilink

7years ago). The experience atMobilink is opposite ofthat atPakistan Tobacco. Mobilink isa
young company and very pro-women. The work culture is very accepting ofwomen in high
professionalpositions. They hire many women (35% oftotal employees) and several ofthem are
in high managerial positions. However, because itisa new and growing organization in the local
telecommunications industry, the hours required are very long and areextremely difficultfor

anyone (especially women) to raise afamily and lead a high profile life with a hectic work
schedule. This is why there arefew women in the highest managerial positions in the company.

Unfortunately, even though the work culture is very positive, atthe organization level,
there is a lot ofinequality. People in the same level positions do not getthe same pay. For
example, men get up to 15% higher (in general) salary than women in the same position. The
same can besaidfor tenure (you getpaidmore ifyou are older than ifyou are younger). You can
bemore qualifiedfor aparticularposition, but the person who is older will get the
raise/promotion regardless ofany otherfactor. Unfortunately, age and gender do matter. Women
usually (including myself) play the "woman card" because being a woman in Mobilink, the upper
management says that women can have certain entitlementsjustfor beingfemale (drivers to take
them to the airport, someone to take them to andfrom the hotel, maternity leave, etc..) Even
though I know that this is reverse discrimination, Iprefer this to the situation in Pakistan
Tobacco in which the women were not respected by their male colleagues, and this created a very
negative work culture. In Pakistan Tobacco Company, ifyou did not have a car, they expected
you to get a cab (man or a woman). However, at Mobilink, they (the management) would have a
heart attack ifa woman took a cab by herself. They will have drivers pick the women up atthe
expense ofthe company. I believe that Mobilink is doing very well asa company because they
have women in key positions. The Brand Manager ofJazz (Mobilink's major promotional
service), Human Resource compensation/hiring/management head, and the Finance Manager
(myself) are allfemales. As the Financial Manager ofthe company, I run the treasury in the
department and the company's growth is heavily dependent on the work that I do. Thefact that
Mobilink really holds a lot offaith andpotential in women is why Hike working there. I think the
vn

salary discrimination is mostly unintentional, but it isjustthat the HR department needs to clean
up its act.

17. What, in your opinion, is your biggest accomplishment thus far in your career?

My biggest accomplishment sofar is currently under works. The current deal I am working on
through Mobilink is worth about $300 million US dollars. My department is working on
borrowing moneyfrom three government banks and wearehoping togetsomefundingfrom
'export-create agencies', which support the government of those countries. France, UK and
\Germany are the countries wearecurrently working with to try to bring in someforeign
investment into Pakistan. Ifthis deal goes through, this will be thefirst time that these countries
willlend money toaprivate sector company in Pakistan since 1998. This is actually likely to be
the largest private sector project that these governments have ever supported in Pakistan. It will
have major repercussionsfor Pakistan's economic growth andforeign investments within the
country. We have opened the doorfor other companies to do the same with the country. This
accomplishment is still a sort of work in process, but we areall hoping that the hard work we've
put into it will pay off.
Questions Related to Interviewee's Educational Background

18. Please describe your experiences, both and positive and negative, that you had while in
school/college.

I hada lot ofpositiveexperiences in my school. I studied in a segregated environment (went to an
all-girls' college tillBachelors). This is not that common anymore, but I liked it. Ifeltfree to
express myself, be more creative, andget involved in extracurricular activities withoutfeeling
restricted or inhibited. Men tendtoput a structure on things—when they are around, they tend to
putlimits or restrictions on things. I went toKinnaird College, which is aprestigious, private allfemale college in Lahore. We hada lot offun at an all-girls'school. There wasa negative aspect
however. Although attending a non-coed schoolgivesyou a lot of confidence, it does not teach
you how to interact with people in the realworld .In reality, you have to learn how to deal with
andsetyourbehaviors in accordance with other people (especially with those of the opposite
sex). That was thenegative aspect about my schooling.

19. Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treatedunfairly) by male faculty?
I never oncefelt discriminated against. Infact, girls in my school were encouraged to speak out
about whatever topics interested them. I hada male professor once at the university level, who
gaveall the girls in his class the highest marks (there were only 5 of us out of 50 total students).
Allfive ofusgot thehighest grade in theclass, and it is still thejoke at our University reunions
because it was totally reverse discrimination. That incident highlights thefact that teachers were
extremely supportive ofall ofusfemale students.

20. Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treated unfairly) by male students, such
as fellow classmates?

No, we hada great experience. The guys in all my classes at the university were very respectful
and professional.

Questions Related to Interviewee's Career/Current Employment

21. What is your position in the field in which you are currently employed?
Financial Manager, Mobilink Telecommunications
22. How many employees are there in your organization? 2500 total employees

Vlll

23. What is the percentage (an estimate, if exact figures are unavailable) of the number of female
employees in your organization? 35% ofthe employees arefemale
24. Do you feel that you are accepted by male employees in your organization?
Yes, but the men (especiallyupper management) are very protectiveofthe women who work

there. Myboss is especially protective—but you haveto understand, at theendoftheday, most
women in Pakistan work because they want to work and not because theyhave to. At the end of
theday, men and women are different. For a woman to havea relationship with anotherfemale
at workand not be at the same level, it's very difficult. In other words, a subordinate/supervisor
relationship is very difficult when there are two women, one in eachposition. They often start
competing against each other, and it causes problems within the department. This happens
frequently inPakistan, because women often are not used to being in control or in managerial
positions.

25. Describe in detail what problems, if any, you faced in reaching the position you currently hold in
your career. It is difficult to make colleagues understand that thejumps andpromotions I hadin
my career werejustified. I started out in the company when I was young, but I hadprior
experience and the educational background necessary to complete thejob successfully. However,
sinceseniority is still important in most work cultures, many ofmy peers were upset that I
received a promotion before them, even though I wasyounger than many ofthem. However, my
bosses were extremely supportive andI did not have any majorproblems.

26. How would you describe the overall attitude towards females in your profession? / think that the
attitude depends on the culture adopted by the organization—both at the individual and upper
levels. I think that it is important to try to make the culture more conducive tofemale employees
so that the overall workplace morale will improve.

27. Doyoubelieve thatwomen in your profession are treated fairly (example: paidthe same) as male
coworkers? Please explain giving as many specific instances as possible.

Again, it depends on the company and what its policies are. Sometimes, the organization has laws
against discrimination, but these laws arenot enforced. The human resource departments in most
companies are notfulfilling theirjobsproperly. They need to take a more proactive approach to
improving the conditions in the work environment.

28. Have you thus far in your career felt that you were discriminated against? If so, in whatway?
Please explain your answer in detail.
Please refer to question §16.

29. Do you plan to continue to work after marriage?
/ would not want to work in this sameposition after I get married. The hunger (the drive)
wouldn 'tbe there because I would definitely want some time to relaxand enjoy life with my

family. I enjoy it now, but I think after I get married, I'd eventually want to move on toa less
stressful setup.

Questions Related to the Overall Attitude Towards Pakistani Women
30. What are the advantages and disadvantages of being a female professional in Pakistani society?
The advantage is that people giveyoua lotmore respect in general ifyouarea workingwoman in
Pakistan. For example, ifI want to meet with a business executive, even at the highest level,
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usually itis easierforafemale professional to get a meeting with them. I think this is because
women in such high positions are rare, and they will take notice ofyou and give you preference.
31. Do you think that the West (America inparticular) has a positive image of Pakistani women?
I know that the West does not have apositive image ofPakistani women. I travelfrequentlyfor

myjob, and on my trips to Europe, the people there are often shocked that the women who come
therefrom Pakistan are professionally dressed in business suits and speakfluent English. The
mediafeeds conceptions ofoppression and hypocrisy in Pakistani society. Women have a much
easier time when it comes topursuing an education andprofessional careers than the media
would have us believe. But, this changes once women are married. They usually choose notto
work athigh-stressjobs because it is difficult with afamily. People don't understand that in
Pakistan, women do not sit and do chores at home ifthey are not working. They haveservants

and drivers and nannies so they go out and getpampered and don't need to work if they do not

want to. They make their husbands work instead. This is true not onlyfor the upper class, butfor
the middle class here as well.

32. What role do youthinkthe media plays in contributing to the overall image of Pakistani women
in the West (particularly in American society)? The only things that make the news in America
and Europe are the rapes, honor killings and the oppression ofwomen. I think they show only
these things because itsells. People are interested in this since drama is exciting. Unfortunately,
people do not know about thefactthat Pakistan had women involved in its political historyfrom
its creation in 1947. Fatima Jinnah and BenazirBhutto are two ofthe mostfamous Pakistani
leaders.

33. What do you think can be done to improve the image of Pakistani women in the media?
/ think that education is most important. It is true, that in the villages, especially in the Northwest
Frontier Province (NWFP), the women arenot given the same rights as those in the cities.
However, these women, like I mentioned before, are the exception, andwe cannot take the

exception and make itthe rule. The events that happen in the small villages are not reflective of
the entire country, andit is unfairfor the media to make this claim andto try to create a negative
imageofPakistan and itspeople in theprocess.

Interview#: 03

Profession : Doctor (OBGYN)

Interview Questionnaire
Demographic questions:
1. What is your age range? 41-65 yrs.
2. What is the highest educational degree you have achieved?

FRCOG—Fellowship ofRoyal College ofOBGYNfrom London, England
3. What is the highest level of education your father has achieved? BA
4. What is the highest level of education your mother has achieved? She was home schooled. She
studied Urdu, Pharsi, and Arabic with my grandfather.
5. What is your profession? Gynecologist
6. Are you married? Yes
7. How many children do you have? 3
a. male:
3
b. female:
8. What is the highest educational degree your husband has achieved? FICP—Fellowship ofthe
International College ofPediatricians
9. What is your husband's profession? Pediatrician
10. How many siblings do you have?
a. male:
1
b. female:
1
11. Would you describe yourself a religious person? Yes
12. How would you describe your level of religiosity?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very religious X
Somewhat religious
Not very religious
Not religious at all
Not sure

Questions Related to Interviewee's Personal/Family Background and Upbringing:
13. Please describe your mother's role in your family.

My mom had a lotof influence in thefamily. She was always therefor uskids with her moral
support. She didn 't have anyformal education herself, but shealways wanted her kids to have the
best education possible.
14. Who is the most influential female in your life?

My mom was the most influential person in my life. She was honest, straightforward, determined,
very direct, and was an excellent disciplinarian. When we were younger, my siblings and I did
not appreciate thefact that she was strict, but I've learned toappreciate that now with my own
kids. She taught us how to take careof ourselves andhow to begood, model citizens, with
excellent manners and etiquette.

15. How many members of your family emigrated abroad (in particular to Europe or the United
States)?

My older brother is a business professional in Canada. My older sister is inAmerica, where she
stays with herkids. And two ofmy sons study at American schools in the US.
16. Please describe any barriers or hurdles you had to overcome in your life (either personal or
professional).
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The Partition ofIndia was a very difficult time in my life and that ofmyfamily. We left allofour
belongings in India andfaced manyfinancial hardships upon migrating west into Pakistan. lam
thefirstfemale doctor in my entirefamily. Many members ofmyfamily (aunts, uncles, other
relatives) were against my going to medical school. They gave my parents a hard time about how
they could let me go on my own and spend that much money on afemale's education. My parents
did not payany attention to them, thankfully, and my mother especially wasfirm in letting me go
for my educationalpursuits. I did my DGO (Diploma in Gynecology and Obstetrics) in Ireland.
Then, I went to England andleft my children at home with my husband (my youngest son was at

the time only 6 months old). This was a big sacrificefor thefamily, but they all believed (and so
did I) that itwas worth itin order to pursue the degree. The drivingforce that motivated me
during this difficult time was anotherfemale gynecologist with whom I worked. She said to me,
"Ifyou can do it, you should gofor it, you 're very capable. "She became my mentor, and due to
her words ofencouragement, I decided to complete my medical degree. After I got married, my
husband was very supportive and encouraged me tofinish my practical training even with the
kids. He stayed home and took care ofthe kids (although he was a doctor himself) while I went to
England to study.

17. What, in your opinion, is yourbiggest accomplishment thus far in your career?
The life-saving surgeries Iperform are the biggest accomplishment in my career. The

reproductive side ofthe medicalprofession is my passion, because I believe that to help someone
bring a child into the world, to be able to witness so many births, isa miracle in itselfand a
blessingfrom God. I once was able to help a woman who was thought by the other doctors to be
barren, and I helped her and her husband to give birth to a healthy baby. My career in the
medical profession spans 42years, and during this time, I have delivered thousands ofbabies. In
1966,1 went to Saudi Arabia topractice medicine. It was my outlet out ofPakistan, because in

my youth, like most youngsters, I wanted to gofar awayfrom home. This was even before I got
married. I ended up being thefirstfemale doctor in the whole gynecology department at the
hospital I was stationed in. I was often on call 24hours a day, especially in thefirstfew months
ofmy rotations. I once was on call (and stayed up)for 72 hours straight because we had a large
number ofpatients and I was the only doctor to be on call during that time. I was also one ofthe
private doctorsfor the Saudi Royalfamily while I was there, and delivered many ofthefamily's
babies.

Questions Related to Interviewee's Educational Background

18. Please describe yourexperiences, both andpositive andnegative, thatyouhad while in
school/college.

The positives—In spite ofall the hurdles I had to overcome, and the sacrifices I made in order to
attend medical school, I didnot giveup on my education. I was not aprivilegedperson, but I was
not able to beat the top because I didnot have thefacilities—I had bothfinancial hardships as
well asfamily responsibilities. During my school and college days, I learned a great deal about
how to work hard. This was a positive that came out ofall ofthe negatives.

19. Did youever feel thatyou were discriminated against (ortreated unfairly) by male faculty?
I neverfelt that thefaculty treated me inappropriately. Even in Saudi Arabia. Often, male
teachers would take thefemale studentsfor granted, but I did not letanyone take advantage of
me. I was resolved to receive the respect and acknowledgement that I (and allfemales) deserved.
I never letanyone tell me that a woman could not become a doctor, even when, at that time, it
was not commonfor a woman topursue a medical degree, especially in gynecology.
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20. Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treated unfairly) by male students, such
as fellow classmates?

No, but even ifthey everdiddiscriminate, I was boldand let my work speakfor itself. I've
learned never to let other people bring you down, especially if they holdstereotypes basedon
gender or any otherprejudice they may have. You have to leadby your example, and others will
usuallyfollow. Iprovedmany ofthemale students wrong by topping them in my studies.
Questions Related to Interviewee's Career/Current Employment

21. What is your position in the field in which you are currently employed?
Head Gynecologist at 2 hospitals—Cavalry andRasheed Hospitals inLahore. I was also the
headdoctor at Shalimar hospital and had 17 doctors working under me in my department.

22. How many employeesare there in your organization? 11 doctors total

23. Whatis the percentage (an estimate, if exactfigures are unavailable) of the number of female
employees in your organization? We currently have no male gynecologists ateither hospital. All
the doctors in my department arefemales andthey are very wellrespected in thefield.
24. Do you feel that you are accepted by male employees in your organization?

Yes, I often have male doctors work under me in the various hospital departments, and J do my
best to keep them satisfied and try to doa goodjob. I think ifI work hard and treat them with
respect, then they are usually respectful and they try to work hard as well.
25. Describe in detail what problems, if any, you faced in reaching the position youcurrently hold in
your career. / had an easierjob climbing to the top ofmy profession than many other doctors
because I was experienced, educated and qualified in thefield. After moving back to Pakistan

from Saudi Arabia, Ifound that there werefew, ifany, doctors and virtually nofemales who had
the capabilities and experience in thefield that I had already had. So, I was able to rise to the top
quickly and did my best to excel in the OBGYNfield. My hard work and sacrifices to put myself
through medical schoolpaid off in the end.

26. Howwould you describe the overall attitude towards females in yourprofession?
Male doctors often think thatfemale doctors are not qualified. They often have a sense of

jealousy. They usually will not come right out and say it, but one can often sense thefeeling of
resentment in their attitude andbehavior. Thisjealousyandresentment occurs usually when a

female doctor receives apromotion or a raise over a male doctor. I think thatfemales, in general,
aremore conscientious, hard working and determined than males, especially in the medicalfield.
I'm saying this based on my own experiences as a doctorfor overfour decades.

27. Do you believe that women in your profession are treated fairly (example: paid the same) asmale
coworkers? Please explain giving as many specific instances as possible.
Female doctors arepaid the same as male doctors, andwomen get the same chances

academically, professionally, etc., itdoes not matter whether itis apublic oraprivate hospital.
I think that the hospitals understand thatfemale doctors are crucial to their business, especially
in the OBGYNfield.

28. Have you thus far in your career felt that you were discriminated against? If so, in what way?
Please explain your answer in detail.

I have neverfelt discriminated against. Some ofmyfemale patients often believe that men make
better surgeons. They have often asked, before surgery, ifa male doctor could operate on them
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instead. I explain to them that this is not the case and often, female doctors are more patient and
intelligent than the male doctors. I explain to my patients whofeel this way thatfemales are made
from two eggs. Hence, we are more intelligent, patient, etc...granted, physically men are
stronger, but women have better organization, planning and anticipation skills, generally
speaking ofcourse. One should look atthe doctor's qualifications and experience, not their
gender, when determining whether they will be capable ofperforming the procedure.
Questions Related to the Overall Attitude Towards Pakistani Women
29. What are the advantages and disadvantages of being a female professional in Pakistani society?
There arecertain taboos in society. Most women doprefer togo tofemale doctors and this is a

big advantageforfemale doctors because they get more patients. It is often easierforfemale
patients to discuss problems/treatments withfemale doctors because they can sympathize. The
disadvantages are that women sometimes have trouble driving atnight and being out alone. They
will usually have a driver ormalefamily member accompany them so as to be safe at night.
Safety is very important, and doctors (especiallyfemales) should be especially concerned about
their safety because they travel late atnight to andfrom the hospital when they are on call.
Pakistan is not the safest placein the world, andjustlike any other country, it is not a good idea
to be out on the road alone at 3am.

30. Doyou think that the West (America in particular) has a positive image of Pakistani women?
No, they don't really know anything about Pakistani women; they can't thinkfor themselves. They
do not have any knowledge about our capabilities and what we (women in Pakistan) do here. I
think this is very sad, because people in the west consider themselves to bemore modern than the
rest ofthe "underdeveloped" world, so one would assume that they would be more informed and
better educated about thesocieties and cultures ofother countries, such as Pakistan.

31. What role do youthinkthe media plays in contributing to the overall image of Pakistani women
in theWest (particularly in American society)? The Media does not play an effective role in

portraying apositive image ofPakistani women. Usually these women are portrayed to be
uneducated andpeople are surprised when they see that I'm a doctor (in Pakistan) and manage a
whole department in the hospital. The West seems to have the view that women in Pakistan are
only capable ofraising (andproducing) kids and cleaning the house. That is a myth, and we are
all-roundedpeople. We can work, raise kids and make delicious meals. ForusPakistani women,
it's all in a days work

32. As a doctor, do you see patients whohavebeen abused (sexually, physically, etc..)?
Yes, but notfrequently. It is not as common in our society aspeople might assume. Many people

(especially Western-American media) seem to think that the abuse offemales is a regular
occurrence. I think that it happens more in other countries, like the US, but not here. I cannot

speakpersonallyfor the villages, because I have worked mostly in the cities, but I do know that it
is not as common as the American media makes it out to be.
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Interview# : 04

Profession : Entrepreneur

Interview Questionnaire
Demographic questions:
1. What is your age range? 25-40 yrs.

2. What is the highest educational degree you have achieved?
MSC in AppliedPsychologyfrom Punjab University

3. What is the highest level of educationyour father has achieved? Mechanical Engineeringfrom the
UniversityofLahore

4. What is the highest level of educationyour mother has achieved? Matric (Equivalent to tenth
grade)

5. What is your profession?Entrepreneur, I have my own clothing business. I guessyou couldcall me
afashion designer.
6. Are you married? yes.
I. How many children do you have?
a. male:
1
b. female:

2

8. What is the highest educational degree your husband has achieved? Chartered Accountant (CPA)
9. What is your husband's profession? Accounting/Finance manager
10. How many siblings do you have?
a. male:
2
b. female:
3
II. Would you describe yourself a religious person? Yes
12. How would you describe your level of religiosity?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very religious
Somewhat religious
Not very religious
Not religious at all

X

Not sure

Questions Related to Interviewee's Personal/Family Background and Upbringing:
13. Please describe your mother's role in your family.

My mother's role in thefamily was extremely important. Myfather was always out on business
trips to other countries and so my mother spent all her time with us kids, taking care ofthe house
as wellas all other arrangements. She was only matric pass, but she definitely stressed the
importance ofeducationfor us.
14. Who is the most influential female in your life?

Since my dad was hardly ever home, my mom brought us (my siblings and me) up. Since my dad
was making decent money abroad, we had a bighouse in Lahore and my mom would take care of
it. Hook back on that nowandI am very impressed because this was notan easy task. Myolder
sister hadCerebral Palsy; so she needed extra care, andmy mother would do herbest toprovide
all ofus with the best care she couldpossibly give to us.

15. How many members of your family emigrated abroad (in particularto Europe or the United
States)?

No one in my immediatefamily. Everyone is in Pakistan.
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16. Please describe any barriers or hurdles you hadto overcome in your life (either personal or
professional).

I had to adjust to raising afamily and trying to balance my work schedule with that. I'm a

perfectionist, soeverything has to be perfect; each outfit is differentfrom the other. I try tofocus
on quality, design, color, style, etc...but there isa lot ofcompetition in thefashion industry, so it is
very importantfor me to stay innovative and at the same time provide excellent quality clothingfor
my customers.

17. What, in youropinion, is yourbiggest accomplishment thus far in your career?

I've sold everything that I've made to date, and that is a big accomplishment. I think that in order
to compete in an industry such asfashion design, you have to stay one step ahead ofeveryone else.
I also am a strong businesswoman and believe that customer satisfaction is important. Not a lot of
fashion designers in Pakistan will custom tailor their designs tofit the customer needs, but I try to
match whatever orderpeople give so that they will leavehappy.

Questions Related to Interviewee's Educational Background

18. Please describe yourexperiences, both andpositive andnegative, thatyouhad while in
school/college.

/ went to a small, private, all-girls school. We hadallfemale teachers, but they were very
discriminatory, very biased towards those who were better students. Those who were better at

English were always thefavorites ofthe teachers in my high school. I always thought this was
extremely unfair, even though I myselfwasgood inEnglish.

19. Did you ever feel that youwere discriminated against (ortreated unfairly) by male faculty?
No, in Punjab University, thefaculty was excellent, and I never had or heard ofany incidents of
discrimination. Infact, teachers (both male andfemale) encouraged the girls to speak out
whenever there was an opportunity to doso. We had organized tournamentsfor different sports,
and the girls wouldparticipate and the coaches would be totally, 100% supportive.

20. Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (ortreated unfairly) by male students, such
as fellow classmates?

No, the boys were always nice to the girls atmy University. I think they knew that they had to be
because wewouldn 't let them copy our homework orstudy with usotherwise. Butjoking aside, we
(myfriends andI), never hadanyproblems.
Questions Related to Interviewee's Career/Current Employment

21. What is yourposition in the field in which you are currently employed?
Entrepreneur—Fashion Designer

22. How many employees arethere in your organization? / employ around 40 women, and those
women outsource their work to other women. I give thework to the poor/low income ladies. I get

the designs and get the thread (all the materials). Then these women come to my house to take the
designs and work on them athome. Sometimes they will give them to their neighbors or other
family members to complete. We then sellallofthe clothing that is made. The proceedsfrom these
clothes go to the women who provide the labor. Itisgreatfor them because itgives them income,
which they would not have otherwise.
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23. What is the percentage (an estimate, if exact figures are unavailable) of the number of female
employees in your organization? All ofthe employees arefemales. Mygoal is to empower women;
to give them the opportunity to earn their own income and to be successful.
24. Do you feel that you are accepted by male employees in your organization?
/ don'thaveany maleemployees. I'm always infavor ofsupporting theneeds ofwomen.
25. Describe in detail what problems, if any, you faced in reaching the position you currently hold in
your career. The employees are sometimes quite unpredictable. It is hard to maintain quality
control, especially since many ofthese women are uneducated. I have to train eachone
individually. Last month, oneemployee's mother passedaway; so I trained hersister. These

women badly needjobs, and some of them cannot go out of their houses to work, so they stay home
and do the housework, while their husbands earn a living. The women who are with me are doing

this job because they can work at their own pace and make additional money tohelp providefor
theirfamilies. They make wedding outfits and outfitsfor special occasions as well as everyday
attire. The perks of thisjob are that the women can look after their kids, cook and clean and when
they have time tosew, they can do that in the comfort of their own home. This is the best
opportunityfor them, because they may not otherwise beable towork outside the housefor
whatever reason—social pressures, family responsibilities, lackofeducation, etc...
26. How would you describe the overall attitude towards females in your profession?
The women (my employees) areoften being told by their husbands andfamilies that they shouldn 't
do this work. They say this because they see that the woman is becomingfinancially independent.
Most of these women work so hard that they areable to reap the benefits—it improves their

standard ofliving, and they often end up making more money than their husbands. Also, this job
provides them with moral support and counseling. Wefunction as a unit, and when anyone needs
help, we try to provide the best care possible. One woman's child got sick and she came to me and
we took him to a doctor. This happensfrequently. The hardest part is to train thewomen how to
stitch and sew, especially since all the work we do is hand-made and handcrafted. I also provide as
much assistance Ipossibly can especially when they need it most. Forexample, if their roofs leak,
they come to me to get themfixed. All ofthis requires a great deal ofpatience, training and
creativity, because I have to do all the color combinations and designs. I'm too much ofa
perfectionistI think

27. Do you believe that women in your profession are treated fairly (example: paid the same) as male
coworkers? Please explain giving as many specific instances as possible.

/ think in general, women usually do not work as tailors. They have to sit in small, cramped
quarters in mostfashion design companies and workfor long hours. This is very difficult; sofew
women work in the business. It is saturated mostly by males. However, since I employ only women,

we are veryflexible and allow the women to work at their own pace, in the comfort oftheir own
home, as long as they get thefinished product to me on time to deliver to the customer. Ipaythem
very wellfor their services, and I think this is a win-win situation, because they keep coming back
for moreorders to sew and stitch.

28. Have youthus far in your career felt thatyouwere discriminated against? If so, in what way?
Please explain your answer in detail.

/ thinkfor a woman to be in this business is very difficult. Men often think you are not capable if
you are a woman entrepreneur in Pakistan. The men are usually the tailors, and they almost
always do machine embroidery, not by hand. They usually think that a woman cannot compete in
this business, because you have to be tough. I'm trying to change that perception, and sofar, I've
beenpretty successful at it.
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Questions Related to the Overall Attitude Towards Pakistani Women
29. What are the advantages and disadvantages ofbeing a female professional in Pakistani society?

The advantages ofbeing aprofessional woman in Pakistan and havingyour own business are that
you don't have to stand in cue ofa man; you can stand on your own twofeet. Being a woman with
an all-female workforce is definitely a bonusfor me because the women relate to each other better
than ifitwere a mixture ofboth males andfemales. Also, men don't understand that sometimes
women just need to get out ofthe house and enjoy the company ofother women. The disadvantages
are that Pakistan is a male-oriented society; men stare at women and they are often shocked tosee

that women are perfectly capable ofperforming the samejobduties as they are. There isstill a lot

ofdiscrimination, but we (professional women, entrepreneurs) are working hard to overcome this
problem. Also, you have to have a lot ofstamina to stay competitive in any industry, especially in
thefashion industry. The industry itselfis constantly changing and it takes a lot ofhard work and
innovative ideas to keep up.

30. Do you think that the West (America inparticular) has a positive image ofPakistani women?
No, I think they have a lot ofprejudice towards Pakistani women. They think that Pakistani women
are oppressed and are not able to work or are totally uneducated. This is not usually the case,
however, and I can give you examples ofmany, hard- working women who are trying their best to

get an education andprovidefor their children andfamilies. Just like in America or in any other
country.

31. What role do you think the media plays incontributing to the overall image of Pakistani women in
theWest (particularly in American society)? The media is to blamefor all ofthe negative images
ofPakistani women seen on television and in the news. They are playing up the negatives ofour
society and are using religion as a scapegoat to say that allMuslims are bad.
32. What do you think can be done to improve the image of Pakistani women in the media?
/ think that NGO 's in this country are really trying to stress the importance ofthe role that
Pakistani women play in our society. They are trying to bring the struggle ofwomen into the
limelight. They, including my company, are trying our best to improve the image ofPakistani
women, by showing that we can empower ourselves to become successfulpeople.
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Interview# : 05

Profession: School Principal

Interview Questionnaire
Demographic questions:

1. What is your age range? 25-40 yrs.
2. What is the highest educational degree you have achieved?

Masters in Botanyfrom Punjab University. Special papers in microbiology andmycology and
freshwater hyphomiaces.
b. What made you decide to go into teaching?

// was my passion—Iwas a teacherfirst, and then I wasselected to be theprincipalby the
school administrationfrom among all ofthe teachers. I becameprincipal in 2000.
3. What is the highest level of education your father has achieved?
He has a BA, and was a Lieutenant Colonel in the Ordinance Department ofthe Army
4. What is the highest level of education your mother has achieved?
Masters in Urdu Language, butshe is a homemaker.
5. What is your profession?

lam thePrincipal ofCustoms PublicSchool—Girls Branch inLahore
6. Are you married? no
I. How many children do you have? N/A
a. male:
b. female:

8. What is the highest educational degree your husband has achieved? N/A
9. What is your husband's profession?
N/A

10. Would you describe yourself a religious person?

Yes, I have always been religious, but I started covering my head after I became the principal. Our
school starts with recitation from the Muslim holy book, the Quran. We also begin our assemblies
and each day with prayers, butno student isforced toparticipate.
II. How would you describe your level of religiosity?
a. Very religious
X
b. Somewhat religious
c. Not very religious
d. Not religious at all
e. Not sure

Questions Related to Interviewee's Personal/Family Background and Upbringing:
12. Please describe your mother's role in your family.

My mother's role in myfamily was extremely important. Myfather passed away when I wasfour,
so the creditfor my upbringing goes to my mother. She raised three successful children. Allthree
of us were always the top students in our class. My brother is a doctor in the army, and my sister
is a doctor living in Atlanta, in America.
13. Who is the most influential female in your life?

My mother and grandfather were the two most influential people in my life. I don't know how my
mom raisedthree children byherself, but she dida superbjob, andall the credit goes to her
because she did her best, and we turned out all right in the end.
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14. How many members ofyour family emigrated abroad (in particular to Europe orthe United
States)?

My sister moved to the US after getting married. She's practicing medicine there right now.
15. Please describe any barriers or hurdles you had to overcome in your life (either personal or
professional).

After becomingprincipal, I had more pressures and responsibilities than I had while I was
teaching. I had to adjust to pressurefrom parents, teachers and the higher ups in the
administration. I've taken these challenges head on, and done the bestjob I can possibly do. It's

a difficult balance to try to please everyone and atthe same time keep a certain level ofauthority
in order to maintain order.

16. What, in your opinion, is yourbiggest accomplishment thus far in your career?

I think becomingprincipal is my biggest accomplishment thusfar. I had only had 10years of
teaching experience before I was appointed to this position, and I think that my hard work,
commitment andsincerity were very helpful ingetting me to where I am today in my career.
Questions Related to Interviewee's Educational Background

17. Please describe your experiences, both and positive and negative, that you had while in
school/college.

/ went to the University ofPunjab. When I did my Masters, I had the best interview skills out of
everyone in my graduating class. In college, I was class representative. I've always been a very
social person; I used to arrange all the activities andprograms in my school and was part ofthe
OldStudents Botanical Association. I think staying involved inschool activities helped me to
have a very positive experience.

18. Didyouever feel thatyouwere discriminated against (ortreated unfairly) by male faculty?
No, not at all. They were always rather impressed by me, I think. We had morefemales than
males in the botany department so usgirls were always dominating everything.

19. Did you ever feel thatyouwere discriminated against (ortreated unfairly) by male students, such
as fellow classmates?

No, again the girls were the majority, so we really had no problemsfrom the boys. They gave us
the respect we deserved.

Questions Related to Interviewee's Career/Current Employment

20. What is your position in the field in whichyou are currently employed?
Principal, Customs Public School

21. How many employees are there in yourorganization? There are 28 teachers total at the school.
22. What is the percentage (an estimate, if exact figures are unavailable) of the number of female
employees in your organization? We have only one male, all the rest arefemales.
23. Do you feel that you are accepted by male employees in your organization?
Yes, but I suppose ouronemale staffmember doesn 't have the choice not to accept us.
24. Describe in detailwhat problems, if any, you facedin reaching the positionyou currently hold in
yourcareer. / was very blessed to not have had any problems at all in reaching the position I
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currently hold. In fact, the administration practicallyforcedme to become principal. They
appointedme directly.

25. How would you describe the overall attitude towards females in your profession?

As principal, I now getto see the inside story. I believe that all thefacilities (like the Microsoft
Computers) aregiven first to the boys branch of Custom Public Schools rather than to the girls.
We get the second rate stuff, and this is totally unfair. I think that this is mostly due tosociety's
thinking—we livein a male-dominated society, anditgivespreference to the boys.
26. Do youbelieve thatwomen in your profession are treated fairly (example: paidthe same) as male
coworkers? Please explain giving as many specific instances as possible
/ think that the women aregenerally respected. Teaching is an excellent profession, andas a

principal I receive the utmost respectfrom everyone. But I also respect others. It is definitely a
give-and-take relationship.

27. Have youthus far in your career felt that you were discriminated against? If so, in what way?
Please explain your answer in detail.

No, but I sometimesfeel like I have to be veryfirm about trying toget the best stufffor my
students. Girls deserve the best quality education, just as the boys do. There should be nogender
discrimination in anything, but especially when it comes to education. Everyone should begiven
the resourcesand opportunities to tryto succeed.

Questions Related to the Overall Attitude Towards Pakistani Women
28. What are the advantages anddisadvantages of being a female professional in Pakistani society?
The disadvantage of being aprofessional woman in Pakistani society is that as a woman, youare
basically working twojobs—you have sixhours ofhectic duty atschool oratyour workplace, and
then most of the women havefamilies of their own, so they have to go home and cook and clean
and take care of the kids. This becomes very difficult when wehave special projects going on,
where the teachers aremanagingfunctions outside ofschool, likefield trips. It is difficult to do all
that atonce, and often the men don't take the women administrators seriously. Otherwise, teaching

is a great professionfor women, especially in Pakistan because you get a lot ofrespectfrom the
students and their parents, and it is very rewarding to beapart of the lives of these children.

29. Do youthink thatthe West (America in particular) has a positive image of Pakistani women?
No, I don't think so. They think that women are being tortured and discriminated against and have
no rights. This is certainly not the case.

30. What role do you thinkthe media plays in contributing to the overall image of Pakistani women in
theWest (particularly in American society)? The media is definitely contributing to this negative
image. 70-80% ofPakistan's population is rural. The media makes itseem like everyone has no
rights, but the problem is a lackof education on both sides.
31. What do you thinkcan be done to improve the image of Pakistani women in the media?
I think that educating the rural population ofPakistan is the best way to improve the image of
Pakistani women. I think that this will help them know andunderstand their rights, which will thus
help to improve the literacy rate. All ofthesefactors are directly improved if the level ofeducation
is increased.
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Interview# : 06

Profession : College Professor

Interview Questionnaire
Demographic questions:

1. What is your age range? 25-40 yrs.

2. Whatis the highest educational degree you have achieved?

Masters in English, Diploma in TEFL (teaching English as a First Language) from Lahore College
3. What isthe highest level ofeducation your father has achieved? Masters in Islamiyaatfrom Punjab
University, Lahore.

4. What is the highest level of education your mother has achieved? BA in Banking

5. What isyour profession? / teach English Literature at APPWA Women's College in Lahore.
6. Are you married? No.

7. How many children do you have? N/A
a. male:
b. female:

8. What is the highest educational degree yourhusband has achieved? N/A
9. What is your husband's profession? N/A
10. How many siblings do you have?
a. male:
2
b. female:
1
11. Wouldyou describe yourself a religious person? Yes
12. How would you describeyour level of religiosity?
a. Very religious
X
b. Somewhat religious
c. Not very religious
d. Not religious at all
e. Not sure

Questions Related to Interviewee's Personal/Family Background and Upbringing:
13. Please describe your mother's role in your family.

My mother was a very constructive person—she inspired her children (my brothers and sister, and
me) to seek an education. She was not a "typical housewife "but she instead chose to work as a
headmistress in a local community school in Lahore. She wanted her children to be successful and to
work hard. She never let us get away with not doing our schoolwork ormissing class ormisbehaving.
She was strict, but at the same time she gave us whatever resources we needed to achieve our goals.
Her role in thefamily was that ofa manager, in a way.

14. Who is the most influential female in your life?

The most influentialfemale in my life was Dr. Nazarat. She taught English and Greek Tragedy
(drama) to me when I was astudent at Lahore College. She influenced me through her teachings.
Her classes were always myfavorite, because she had apassionfor teaching and had a vast

knowledge ofliteraturefrom all over the world. She was very eloquent, inspiring and very critical.
She was truly a visionary and had aflairfor the subject (English and Greek Tragedies).
Unfortunately, she passed away in a car accident recently at the age of35. She was a budding PHD,
and a closefriend and colleague ofmine. She was agreat mentor and someone I could always look to
for advice on personal issues as well as about my career. It has been difficultfor me since her
passing.-.andlhope that I can one day become an amazingprofessor like her. Herflairfor teaching
was superb, and her students will always remember herfor her charismatic personality. She was an
inspiration to all ofherstudents.
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15. How many members of your family emigrated abroad (in particular to Europe or the United States)?
Myyounger brother is the only member ofmyfamily who has traveledto the United States. He visited
the US through a program called "Seeds ofPeace. "He traveled to NYCand several other cities in

America andpresenteda program with otherstudentsfrom Pakistan and othernations. The rest of
myfamily lives in Pakistan. However, I grew up in Kuwait, so in.a way, I guessyou couldsay that my
family "emigrated abroad" because we livedtherefor ten years. I had much ofmy schoolingthere
(grade school). Kuwait is an Arab country with deepIslamic orientation. ButKuwait is definitely
more liberal than otherArab countries. We had thefreedom there to do whateverwe wanted. I
enjoyedmyyears there, butI really do love living in Pakistan and teaching here.
16. Please describe any barriers or hurdles you had to overcome in your life (either personal or
professional).
/ was very blessed by Godnot to have any major hurdles in my professional career. Teaching has

always been a passion ofmine, andso hasEnglish literature, so these two passions are intertwined in
my work at the College. I can do the two things that I love themost at thesame time. Mymajor
barrieror hurdle is thatI alwaysfeel as ifthere is somethingmoreI can teach my students, a new,
more innovative wayto make them understand and love the works (plays, sonnets, books, etc..) as
much as I do. This is a constantstrugglefor me, because it means thatI have to improve my

knowledge base as well as learn more effective methods ofteaching it to my students. I want to instill
in them the same passion I havefor the subject thatI teach.
17. What, in your opinion, is your biggest accomplishment thus far in your career?
The biggest accomplishment in my career is that I have become a teacher. I love teaching my students
andI want them to enjoy the subject. Teaching requires a lot ofmental exercise andskill. A lot of

girls at the College arenotfamiliar with Western literature andphilosophy. I want them to
understand so they can learn to relate better to things that might be differentfrom their own culture
andwhat they are used to. I loveto read books, magazines, anything at all. The reason I think that
teaching is my biggest accomplishment is because Ifirmly believe that a teacher is a beacon of light
for his/her students. Unfortunately, teachers often have a lot of knowledge but arenot able to convey
the message to their students.
Questions Related to Interviewee's Educational Background

18. Please describe your experiences, both and positive and negative, that you had while in
school/college.

Lahore College is an all-female college. It is a very interesting place andI enjoyed it very much. It
had apositive atmosphere. I spent most of my time at the library. Being an all-female school, wehad
goodcommunication with each other. We also had the opportunity tostudy under some of the
greatest minds (allfemaleprofessors). Some of myfavorite subjects were history, current affairs,
humanities, cultural confrontation and, ofcourse, literaturefrom around the world.
19. Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treated unfairly) by male faculty?
No, because I went to an all-girls school, so I never had any malefaculty.

20. Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treated unfairly) by male students, such as
fellow classmates?

/ never had any problems with discrimination. Infact, I hadaprofessor who was handicappedfrom
the wastedown andshe was in a wheelchair. She hadpolio as a child, but her disability did notfaze
her outat all. She was always an inspiration to meas well as myfellow students because she hadan
amazingpersonality anda lot of confidence in herself. We always admired herfor that andI've used
her as an example ofhow not to let others discriminate against me.
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Questions Related to Interviewee's Career/Current Employment

21. What is your position in the field in which you are currently employed?
English Teacher

22. How many employees are there in your organization? Approximately 50teachers, allofwhom are

female because it is an all-girl's school. We have allfemale teachers here because we want the young
ladies to understand that women can dojust as well(education andcareer-wise) as men can.

23. What is the percentage (an estimate, if exact figures are unavailable) ofthe number offemale
employees in your organization? There are no male teachers at the College.
24. Doyou feel that you are accepted by male employees in your organization?
We only have some males who work at the College. Most are maintenance and cleaning services

personnel. They are very polite and helpful and I don't think the school has ever had any problems
with them. We are accepting ofthem, and vice versa.

25. Describe in detail what problems, if any, you faced inreaching the position you currently hold in your
career.

/ had to work really hard atLahore College to earn my degree. I think that since the teachers were so
spectacular, they wanted to challenge all their students and soI had to study a lot in order to
complete my education. Even though itwas tough, I had an amazing University experience. I was
involved in a lot ofactivities such asdebates. We often had British dignitaries visit our College and
we got to have dialogue sessions with them. I used to participate in dialogue sessions with these
foreign delegates and we had discussions about British and Pakistani culture. I think these

experiences really helpedprepare mefor teaching students at college level, because we have these
types ofdiscussions in my class. Because I think that my college education prepared me well, I do not
recall having manyproblems in reaching the position I currently hold in my career and I hope and
pray that I don't have any in thefuture, either.

26. How would you describe the overall attitude towards females in your profession? / thinkfemale
professors are very respected in theirprofession. We are usually considered to be the cream ofthe
crop and our students tend to look up to us. Many ofthe girls I teach have told me they want to
become English professors themselves because they are inspired by my class and I really appreciate
that. I think that the impact we have on students is apparent, and when they give us positivefeedback,
it isthe bestfeeling in the world to know that you made a difference in someone's life. The overall
attitude is very positive. Women in the profession are especially respected, because sofew women
choose to pursue a doctorate and go into teaching at the college or university level. I think that
pursuing apost-graduate degree is a challengefor both men and women, but especiallyfor women
because they often have to raise afamily as well asattend to their education. This makes their
schedules doubly hectic. Forthis reason, most women choose not to pursue a doctorate oreven a
Master's degree.

27. Do you believe that women in your profession are treated fairly (example: paid the same) as male
coworkers? Please explain givingas many specific instances as possible.

Yes, but I cannot sayfor my school since we are allfemales. The pay atmy school is based on merit,
not on gender or other non-professional related issues. The pay isfair, and I'm glad they do not
discriminate, because what kind ofa message would we besending to our students if they (school
administration) promoted inequality anddiscrimination?
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28. Have you thus far in your career felt that you were discriminated against? If so, in what way? Please
explain your answer in detail.

No, notin the least. The administration of the College has been very goodabout providingfor its

employees. We have a lot ofinfluence within the school administration, and they usually listen to our
ideas carefully. I have enjoyed teaching at the College and since I am stillquite young, and Iplan to
teachfor several moreyears here.

Questions Related to the Overall Attitude Towards Pakistani Women
29. What are the advantages and disadvantages of being a female professional in Pakistani society?
The advantages ofbeing afemale professional in Pakistan are that the woman has her own
source ofincome when she is working. She can earn a living and not have to worry about having a

husband to providefor her. In other words, she can befinancially independent, and this is a big deal
in Pakistan because not all women choose to work outside the home. lean understandthis

personally, because I have a small daughter. I currently live with my parents, but since I am teaching,
I have the ability to providefor my little girl without having to worry about where the money will
comefrom. This also eases thefinancial burden on my parents and gives me the satisfaction ofbeing
the sole provider ofmy child.

Another positive aspect is that there is a certain level ofsocial prestige that goes along with
being aprofessional woman. Aworkingwoman islooked upon as someone who isconfident,
independent and self-motivated. In Pakistan, professional women (especially those in thefield of
education) are regarded very highly in society.

The major disadvantage ofbeing aprofessional, workingwoman in Pakistan is that time

management is often the biggest restraint. Women in Pakistani society are generally expected to stay
home and take care ofthefamily (her children, etc.). However, Pakistan does offer maternity leave to
women. It isvery difficult work in aprofessional setting and then to come home and take care ofthe
family. Giving time to one'sfamily and trying to achieve professional goals atthe same time is very

tough, and I admire the Pakistani women who choose to work as professionals. I myselfcan relate to
theirplight, but at the same time, I love myjob and myfamily and am willing to do both. I think that
other womenfeel the same way as me, or they would not be working outside their homes in a
professional setting.

30. Do you think that the West (America inparticular) has a positive image ofPakistani women?
No, they have a very negative image ofPakistani women. The perception is that Pakistani women are
backwards, that the entire society is backwards. The image is that Muslims in Pakistan perform

"honor killings "and these are the images projected, they don't actually show the positive trends that
are present. For example, Pakistan has had afemale Prime Minister, while many Western nations
have not. Pakistan's government has also spoken out strongly against honor killings and human

rights violations and there are many organizations that are working hard to stop any and all abuses
from occurring in this country. We have very positive, great activities going on in this country, but the
media only pays attention to the small, negative aspects ofour society. This gives us a bad image
throughout the world.

31. What role do you think the media plays in contributing to the overall image of Pakistani women in the
West (particularly in American society)?

The media has a negative image ofthe women in Pakistan. Unfortunately, in the rural villages, the

image is real. Pakistan has a very high illiteracy rate, which leads to ignorance and often cruelty
towards women. Men are sometimes more chauvinistic than in other, developed societies, and they

are very protective oftheir women. They often have a tribal mode ofthinking, i.e. they don't want to
establish schools in their towns, especiallyfor women. They have thefear that women will become
better educated and know their rights. I am, however, optimistic that conditions are improving and

will continue to improve. Today, more and more changes are coming into society. Through human
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rights organizations and the work that professional Pakistani women are doing, more and more
women in the villages are abletoget afirst-rate education. This gives them the opportunityfor
empowerment; the chance to take control oftheir own lives and to stand upfor their rights. They
have a stronger knowledge basefrom which to build offand these women then go on to educate their
own children. They are breaking the cycle, andslowly working to improve their own lives as wellas
those of theirfamilies. This change willcome gradually, but it is definitely a bigstep in the right
direction.

32. What do you think can be done to improve the image of Pakistaniwomen in the media?
/ think that the Pakistani media is doing a betterjob (than it hadpreviously) ofgiving more coverage
and credit to women. There are several new TVshows on Pakistani channels that are a breakthrough

because they havefemale hosts andinvitefamous Pakistani women (prominent professionals) to talk
about their experiences. This gives thefeminist cause a lot more media exposure than before. The
private channels (those that are notowned bythegovernment) are givingthe most exposure to
women. Practical issues that were once considered social taboos in society are now discussedfreely

on Pakistani television. I think that byshowing more andmore ofthese types ofprogramming, and
having the media depict reality, rather thanfiction, is oneway of improving the image of Pakistani
women. Ifthe TV andother media have open debates andforums, they canget a dialogue going and
thatwill help educatemorepeople about the women ofPakistan.
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Interview#: 07

Profession : Lawyer, Provincial High Court

Interview Questionnaire
Demographic questions:
1. What is your age range? 41-65 yrs.

2. What is the highest educational degree you have achieved?
LLB—Bachelors ofLawfrom S.M. Law College in Karachi, Pakistan.
3. What is the highest level of education your father has achieved? Masters in Economics—Gold
Medalist in hisfield ofstudy.

4. What is the highest level of educationyour mother has achieved? A Levels (Equivalent to High
School diploma). She got married at the age of18.
5. What is your profession? Lawyerfor theProvincialHigh Court ofPakistan
6. Are you married? Yes
7. How many children do you have?
a. male:
1
b. female:

2
8. What is the highest educational degree your husband has achieved? Masters in Engineering,
Specializing in AircraftEngineering
9. What is your husband's profession? Engineerfor Pakistan International Airlines
10. How many siblings do you have?
a. male:
1
b. female:
2
11. Would you describe yourself a religious person? Yes
12. How would you describe your level of religiosity?
a. Very religious
X
b. Somewhat religious
c. Not very religious
d. Not religious at all
e. Not sure

Questions Related to Interviewee's Personal/Family Background and Upbringing:
13. Please describe your mother's role in your family.

My mother was an extremely well mannered, soft-spoken woman. She was veryfriendly and social
with everyone. She was not strict, but ethics were very important to her and shealways disciplined
herkids. She was never harsh, but she always wanted her children to do the right thing. And when we
misbehaved, she took us to task—ethics, honesty, andfamily values were important to heruntil she
passedaway. She made every effort to mold herchildren into model citizens.
14. Who is the most influential female in your life?

My grandmother was the most influentialfemale in my life. Myfather'sfamily was extremely well off
and very well educated. But, no one was more impressive than my maternal grandmother. Although
she was illiterate and uneducated, she was completely emancipated. She taught herselfhow to read

the newspaper but shedid not know how to write. Growing up, my siblings and I always thought she
was the most dignifiedperson in our household. She always dressed beautifully and elegantly, but at
the same time, she knew how to cook and clean betterthan anyone. I was alwaysfascinated by her
persona as a child.
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15. How many members ofyour family emigrated abroad (in particular to Europe orthe United States)?
One ofmy daughters is in the emigration process to Canada. My other daughter spent many months
doing medical research in Washington DC. She was there on a special seminar/tour ofthe US
through her University in Pakistan.

16. Please describe any barriers or hurdles youhadto overcome in your life (either personal or
professional). I'm very lucky that I did not have any major obstacles or barriers to overcome. As a
child, I had very solid background and education. My parents gave us children everything that they

could. My married life was good, and my husband treated me well. Moving to Karachi to study law
and leaving my hometown (Lahore) was very difficult. I was already married when I decided to
pursue a law degree, and my husband was very supportive and encouraged me in that direction. My
father's family was well offin Lahore, soI was accustomed to the best aspects oflife. However, when
I got to Karachi, I was on my own and did not have nearly the samefacilities or resources as I had in
Lahore. That was a rough period oftimefor me, because I had graduated from one ofthe best
colleges in the nation, andldidn 't know what I really wanted to do with my life. I had two kids one
after another, but I still wanted to do more with my life; especially education and career-wise.
Thankfully, my husband and my parents supported me and I decided to attend law school when my
eldest son was in high school. Itwas one ofthe best decisions I ever made, because I loved law school
and I love my career.

17. What, in youropinion, is yourbiggest accomplishment thus far in yourcareer?

/ have beenfortunate to have many accomplishments in my career. When Ifirst decided that I wanted
to go to law school andpractice law, I was most interested in learning allabout the legal system. I
was very much ofthe opinion that a lot ofinjustice was being done to women (in Pakistan) in the
name ofIslam. When I started law school, I had to learn (relearn) myfaith ofIslam, and teach myself
the basics before I could explain itto orteach others. I began reading books on Islam and read the
Quranfor my own understanding. Now, I work to improve society in general, and especially the
plight ofwomen. My biggest accomplishment, in my opinion is that I, along with afewother
dedicated women, have created a "Legal AidCenter" in which we do work on threefronts:

1. Legal Aid. We provide women withfree legal advice. They only payfor the court expenses, but
notforour services. We have a team ofwomen who are practicing lawyers and they provide this
legal aid at no costforanyfemale who needs it. This has been a blessingfor the women who come to
us because they are able tofightfor their rights in the place where itmatters most—a court oflaw.
2. Legal Awareness. I helped to start a group called "LAWS" which is the Legal Aid Welfare
Society. Itisa very low-key group, with lots ofvolunteers. We have a group oflady lawyers, and
some men too. We havethink tanks andwe are basically teaching youngpeople and those who are

interested about their rights and ins and outs ofthe laws ofthis country, especially the ones that

pertain to women. We are offering courses allover the city ofLahore; in schools, colleges and
universities. Through this program, we are teachingpeople about women's rights and our goalis to
try to make society "accept women as equal counterparts to improve sustainable development. "
lam currently the chiefresource personfor the Government ofPunjab on thisfront. I have done
extensive research on the United Nations Convention known as CEDAW. This convention is an

attempt to eliminate allforms ofdiscrimination against women. lam the Pakistani government's
resourcefor legal empowerment and awareness ofwomen. We (the LA WS group) use the Pakistani
Constitution and the Quran to define the women's role and status in Islam. We then go out and
educate the students inschools andcolleges andhold seminars explaining these basic rights. The

biggest problem is that there is a lack ofawareness in society about these legal rights. Ifawareness is
created, then the injustices that aredone towards women willslowly begin to cease, because women
willthemselvesfightfor their rights and others will help them in their noble cause.

3. Legal Research. I have written a book called "Quran and Society "and I am continuously
conducting research on bringing about positive change in the status ofwomen. We (those involved in
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LAWS) use rationalization and dialogue to try to appeal to thegeneralpublic. I'm very hopeful that
we will eventually be able to bringaboutpositive change in this society. I believe thatno one can
force religion on anyone—not even parents on their children—religion is a very personalandsacred
thing and no one canforce it on others. We need to try to improve theconditions that women in
Pakistan (and in othercountries, too) are subjected to. But this can only happen oncepeople start
recognizing therole ofwomen inIslam and the due rights granted to them under Islamic Law. These
laws are not beingenforced in Pakistan and in other Muslim majority nations, andI think that if
people (especially women) gainedan awareness that these laws exist, then there would bepressure
on governments and society to uphold them.
Questions Related to Interviewee's Educational Background

18. Please describe your experiences, both and positive and negative, that you had while in
school/college.

/ went to some ofthe best institutions in Lahorefor my schooling. I did not have any negative
experiences. I went to a convent schoolinLahore andI was taught by French Catholic Nunsfrom

Belgium. They were very strict with us, but now that I am a grown-up, I realize that their discipline
was helpful andmade us into better people. I hada really good experience throughout schooland
college and look backon those days with greatfondness.

19. Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treated unfairly) by male faculty?
Never had any problems with malefaculty. The Law College inKarachi hadexcellentfaculty and
staffandthey always encouraged their students toparticipate inall kinds of activities, both social
and academic. There were not a lot offemales studying law at thattime, buteven then, they
encouraged me toparticipate in the extra-curricular activities. I think the professors had the vision
that more andmore women should go into law in order to make their situation better. I really
appreciated all oftheir support sinceI was awayfrom my home andfamily.

20. Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treated unfairly) by male students, suchas
fellow classmates?

Sometimes Ifelt that my peers in lawschool (the males) believed that women couldn 'tmake good
lawyers. They often had an aura ofsuperiority about them, and I think that they were a little bit
miffed that these women were coming to lawschool and they were goingto be competing with them
forjobs. I didn't let that phaseme, however, because I wanted tostick to my goals of changing these
types ofstereotypicalperceptions.
Questions Related to Interviewee's Career/Current Employment

21. What is your position in the field in which you are currently employed?
Advocate oftheSupreme Court ofPakistan, Attorney ofLaw
22. How many employees are there in your organization?
There are 3000 total attorneys in the Supreme Court ofPakistan.

23. What is the percentage (an estimate, if exact figures are unavailable) of the number of female
employees in your organization? Out ofthe 3000 members of theSupreme Court that Ijust
mentioned, there are only 12females.

24. Do you feel that you are accepted by male employees in your organization?

Many male colleagues, like the students at the Law College where I studied, have this block—that
women cannot begood attorneys. The attorneys are often very discriminatory, especially with the
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youngfemale lawyers. The reason that we have sofewfemale attorneys in Pakistan's Supreme Court
is because most women do not last very long in the profession. A lotof the young girls who begin

practicing law do not stay. They drop out and go into teaching or do something else. Theproblem is
that it is very tough to survive asa woman in this profession. There is a lot ofsexual harassmentfrom
male co-workers (other lawyers). For ayoung girl, itis very difficult, because she isfaced with a lot
ofcriticism. I was lucky because I was older than most ofthe attorneys (male orfemale) when I
startedpracticing law, so I was like their mom, not someone they could easily make negative
comments about. However, the youngerfemales attorneys are often jeered atand they are still very
young and inexperienced, so they do not know how to deal with those kinds ofpressures. Myfellow
female colleagues and I, who have been practicing lawformany years, try our best to mentor these
girls, but itisa very brutalprofession. Not only do these young ladies have to work long hours (we
alldo), but the negative commentsfrom theirfellow male peersjust shatters their confidence.
25. Describe in detail what problems, if any, youfaced in reaching the position youcurrently hold in your
career.

For me, it was very difficult, but I was resilient. I had a lot ofvery influential women in myfamily,
who were not afraid to deal with men. You have to have confidence in yourself. Don't ever let anyone
faze you. There are about 30-40female civiljudges in Lahore now, and when I started out in the
profession, there was only one. There is more scope now, and women are at least entering the
profession, despite the harassment they oftenface. I think that this is why there isa lot of
discrimination within thefield, because the men are afraid oflosing their grip andpower over the
women.

26. How would youdescribe the overall attitude towards females in your profession? The attitude
towardsfemale attorneys is unfortunately very negative, especiallyfrom other lawyers. This is not the
case with everyone, but there are enough male lawyers who are discriminating against the womenfor
itto be a bigproblem. Itis definitely a male-dominatedprofession, and many women are afraid to
enter itbecause ofthe sexual harassment they often arefaced with. I had afamily who supported me,
andI was also a lot older, so I didn't have as many problems as these younggirls now have.

27. Do you believe that women in your profession are treated fairly (example: paid the same) asmale
coworkers? Please explain giving as many specific instances as possible.

Forfamily and civil court cases, the women attorneys are paid the same. They cannot discriminate on
the basis ofpay. But the working atmosphere is notfriendly towards the women, and unfortunately,
despite equalpay, they have a much harder time than the men do when it comes to dealing with
clients andin court cases especially where the opposing attorney is a male.

28. Have you thus far inyour career felt that you were discriminated against? If so, inwhat way? Please
explain your answer in detail.

Yes, toa certain extent, but I was (and stillam) confident and didnot letnegative commentsfrom
coworkers (other lawyers) hinder me. I did not allow their comments to stop mefrom practicing law
and now I try to mentor the young, buddingfemale lawyers and show them the ropes. The women who
survive in this profession are tough, and they have apassionfor what they are doing, especially
championing the causefor women's rights within thejustice system. The ones who are most
passionate and self-confident are the ones who aresuccessful.

Questions Related to the Overall Attitude Towards Pakistani Women
29. What are the advantages and disadvantages of being a female professional in Pakistani society?
The advantages ofbeing aprofessional woman in Pakistan are many. It is important, however, to
choose aprofession that you like—it gives the woman the opportunity to become economically
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empowered. It is important to stand upforyourself. Women who are professionals are usually doing
something else tobenefit their society. They go out and get toknow the world and their surroundings.
Women who areforced tostay home—it is a biginjustice to them and toPakistani women in general.
The major disadvantage ofbeing aprofessional woman in any society, but especially in Pakistan is
that workingwomen areforced to become better housewives. They have double the responsibilities
because they not only areworking, but they also would like to spend time with theirfamilies at home,
I believe though, that workingwomen become better moms. They are better guidesfor their children
because they areeducated and know how the real world works. They have a very difficult time
because they have toraise the kids and take care ofthefamily, and at the same time go to work and
take on all of those responsibilities as well. It is difficult to do both, but more and more women are
choosing to do so, andI salute them.

30. Do youthink thatthe West (America in particular) hasa positive image of Pakistani women?
No, not atall. The image that they portray is the opposite—it is a very negative image. Some of what
is shown in themedia is true, but it is still very lopsided towards the negative. The image is that there

is a lotofdomestic violence in Pakistani society, a lot ofsexual harassment, etc...but these are
common in every society, and especially in American and Western society. However, in Pakistan, the
difference is that itis not ascommon among the educatedpopulation. The work still needs to be done
to improve women's rights in the villages. We (female lawyers, LA WS) aretrying to empower women
to stand upfor their rights, so that these violations stop occurring.

31. What role doyou think the media plays in contributing to the overall image of Pakistani women in the
West (particularly in American society)?

The international media is very biased. One negative incident against human rights gets played in the
media over andover again. The truth is that even in Pakistan's rural villages, society is not

segregated; itis very mixed even in the smallest oftowns and communities. The media contributes a
great deal to the negative stereotypes against Pakistan's women.

32. What do you think can be done to improve the image of Pakistani women in the media?
How can the image in America and the west improve? They seem to think that all that happens in
Pakistan is domestic violenceand sexual harassment. The media needs to understand (or be made to

understand) that Islam has a lot ofscopefor women; and these women are strugglingfor women's

rights and their civil liberties. It is wrong to say that Pakistan has problems because ofIslam. The
issues prevalent in Pakistani society pertaining to women are because ofpoverty and illiteracy, not
because ofthe teachings ofIslam. I think the media needs to make that distinction very clear in its
portrayal ofPakistani women. The main issues that need to be dealt with are poverty, the low literacy
rate, and the West's apathy towards third world countries. These are the biggest problems, and
without working to solve themfirst, we cannot improve the status of women in Pakistan.
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Interview#: 08

Profession : Senior Manager, International Federation of the Red Cross

Interview Questionnaire
Demographic questions:
1. What is your age range? 25-40 yrs.

2. What is the highest educational degree you have achieved?
Masters in French Language and Literature

3. What is the highest level of education your father has achieved?
Bachelors ofScience

4. What is the highest level of educationyour mother has achieved?
Bachelors ofArts

5. What is your profession? Humanitarian worker, senior manager/finance administratorfor the Red
Cross/Red Crescent Society ofPakistan
6. Are you married? Yes
7. How many children do you have?
a. male:
2
b. female:

8. What is the highest educational degree your husband has achieved?
MBA

9. What is your husband's profession? Corporate Businessman, in telecommunications
10. How many siblings do you have?
a. male:
1
b. female:
2
11. Would you describe yourself a religious person? Yes
12. How would you describe your level of religiosity?
a. Very religious
b. Somewhat religious X
c. Not very religious
d. Not religious at all
e.

Not sure

Questions Related to Interviewee's Personal/Family Background and Upbringing:
13. Please describe your mother's role in your family.

My mother's role in ourfamily was and is very important. She wanted all three ofher daughters to
getan education. She used the term "economic security "whenever shereferred to school and work
becauseshe wanted us to be able to live independently on ourfeet. She neverbelievedin relyingon

the spouse (especially the husband) for being the soleproviderfor thefamily. She believed that if
something were to happen to the husband (like him not being able to providefor thefamily) then the
woman should be able to handle it because she would/should be educated. She wanted us to be able

to stand on ourown twofeet, andI admired her. Shewas our "moldingframework" in thefamily,
especiallyfor us kids.
14. Who is the most influential female in your life?

My mother, for the reasons I explained in the previous question. I am who I am today because of my
mother. She is a strong role modelfor herkids andshe has taught us to be independent andselfsufficient. She also reminds us (still, at this age) to havefaith in God and tofollow the teachings of
Islam. She also believes in moderation, that one extreme is not good over another. Thekey is balance.
Her words ofwisdom have and always will be a big influence on me.
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15. How many members of yourfamily emigrated abroad (in particular to Europe or the United States)?
Both of my sisters are living in the United States. They both moved there after marriage. My parents
didnot mind if we (the children) moved away toAmerica or Europe to study but I think they miss
having my sisters and theirfamilies closeby because wehardly ever see them. They try tocome every
couple ofyears with their kids and we try to visit them too but America is sofar away and with the
kids in school, we don't get out much.

16. Please describe any barriers or hurdles you had to overcome in your life (eitherpersonal or
professional).

Alhumdulillah (All praises & thanks to God), none. I wanted to do architecture, but my mom didn't
want to sendme toLCA (Lahore Arts College) because it didnothave a good reputation. Shedidnot
mind me going to another school, even if it was awayfrom home, but shedid not want me to be
subjected to harassment oranything inappropriate, especially ifI were going to a school with a notso-great reputation. She made me understand that and I accepted it and went on with life anyways.
17. What, in your opinion, is your biggestaccomplishment thus far in your career?
Getting the position that I currently hold at myjob, because it had always been held by a man prior
to me. This was a big accomplishmentfor me because I broke down the stereotype that a woman
cannot do a "man'sjob. "

Questions Related to Interviewee's Educational Background

18. Please describe your experiences, both and positive and negative, that you had while in
school/college.

I went to a Convent school until I began university. It was a great experiencefor me, especially
academically. Unfortunately, many people had a negative view ofChristian institutions. I think that
because Pakistan is predominantly a Muslim country, it is difficultforpeople to understand that the
Christian schools and other institutions do an excellentjob ofpreparing their studentsfor university

and beyond. I had a great time, and I think that ithelped me because itwas an all-girls school, soI
felt at ease and very comfortable with my peers.

My university was co-ed but I was prepared, thanks to my excellent schooling. My elementary
through high school training gave me the confidence I needed to be assertive in my university and get
involved in many extra-curricular activities. My educational experiences have also given me the
strength to work hard and try to get ahead in my career as well. I cannot say that I had any really
negative experience. I actually am quite a socialperson, soI always hadfun in school, and still do at
myjob. I'm always upforDunkin Donuts ifanyone would like to go with meforsome cappuccino!
19. Did you ever feel thatyouwere discriminated against (ortreated unfairly) by male faculty?
No, the professors I had were mostly Frenchmen, and they loved the women in our classes. They
really enjoyed teaching us, and we enjoyed learningfrom them. I neverfelt like we were mistreated
by any ofthefaculty.

20. Did you ever feel that youwere discriminated against (ortreated unfairly) by male students, such as
fellow classmates?

No, not while I was in the university. However, when I graduated, I taught Frenchfor six months ina
school. The students were extremely rude and very rowdy. It was myfirstjob, and I had a rough time

disciplining them and trying to keep control ofthe class. I eventually gained enough confidence to be
strict with them, but it took me several months before Ifinally took care of it. This was really the only
discrimination that I'vefaced in my career.
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Questions Related to Interviewee's Career/Current Employment

21. What is your position in the field in which you are currentlyemployed?
Senior Manager, finance division ofInternational Federation of the Red Cross/Red Crescent.
I work directly with the United Nations andtheir AIDSprogram, as wellas the WHO. We are
partners in their polio campaign. We have partnerships in many globalprograms. We monitor,
evaluate and observe the programs that are being implemented. We work through the national society
and try to improve these programs. Right now, we have a lotofrefugeesfrom Afghanistan. They are
all ages, but wefirst try to help the most vulnerable. We usually go into an area ora regionfor the
long-term—we arecurrently trying to help the Afghani refugees getjobs and then go back home. It is
a very difficult task that often seems impossible due to the growingpoliticalunrest in that country.
We arefacing the direct consequences ofthe conflict andinstability because we have so many
refugees to deal with.

22. How many employees are there in your organization?
8 employees

23. What is the percentage (an estimate, if exact figures are unavailable) of the number of female
employees in your organization? 3females, 5 males.
24. Do you feel that you are accepted by male employees in your organization?
Yes, but women have to work2 times as hard to be Vi as good. Being young andfemale is tough.
Women really have to earn their respect in most professions, andit is unfortunate that there is still
that stigma attached to being a professional woman. I didnothave too much trouble because my
coworkers are sympathetic (and also the women outnumber the males), but women usually have to
work much harder than their male counterparts.

25. Describe in detail what problems, if any, you faced in reaching the position you currently hold in your
career.

None. I know I am very lucky andI thank Godfor it. I have been blessed.
26. How would you describe the overall attitude towards females in your profession?
Since we are an NGO, we always have to be extra careful with issues such as sexual harassment and
discrimination. The attitude towardsfemales here in our office is much better than in other
organizations. We work directly with refugees andother reliefagencies, so weare always in the
spotlight, both locally andinternationally andit is very difficult toget away with anything. We try to
be a good modelfor others tofollow, but I think that until the work culture changes andmore women
enter into workforce, stereotypes and discrimination will continue.

27. Do you believe that women in your profession are treated fairly (example: paid the same) as male
coworkers? Please explain giving as many specific instances as possible.
/ think that the women in our office are treated veryfairly when it comes topay and otherrights.
However, my profession is the exception because we are an international organization that is
expected to adhere strictly to internationally set guidelines andstandards. Many women in other
companies do nothave thesamepay or equal status as we do in ouroffice. We also have a very
positive atmosphere in ouroffice here at the Red Cross. All of the men andwomen get along
brilliantly with oneanother, with the occasional scuffles of course. But we all enjoy working here and
treat each other with respect. I havenever hadanyproblems with my malecoworkers, and usually, it
is us women who makesure they are doing theirjobs.
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28. Have you thus far in your career felt that you were discriminated against? If so, in what way? Please
explain your answer in detail.
No.

Questions Related to the Overall Attitude Towards Pakistani Women
29. What are the advantages and disadvantages of being a female professional in Pakistani society?

The advantages are that women get more respect andpeople are more considerate ifwomen are
working outside their homes. I think that the society is beginning to change andthat more andmore
women will enterthe workforce as time passes. The disadvantages are that there is still a lot of
discrimination within society. It is not necessarily at the organization level, but morefrom the
workforce. Many men still have the perception that women should notbe working andshould stay
home. The ones who are working are often treated like, "Oh, what doyou know? You arejust a girl. "
This negative, discriminatory mentality needs to change but it can only come ifthemen in the
workplacehave an attitude adjustment.

30. Do you think that the West (Americain particular) has a positive image of Pakistani women?
No, the image is not positive at all. The image is horrible. I get all the news channels that they have in
America because I have satellite at home, so I can watch all the TVchannels like CNN and FOX

news. And I have tosay this, because I seriouslyfeel like it is true: "ifI dieof a heart attack, it'll be
because ofFOX news. "

31. What role do you thinkthe media plays in contributing to the overall image of Pakistani women in the
West (particularly in American society)?

There is a lotof negative publicity andpropaganda in the American and other Western media
towards Pakistan and otherMuslim countries, inparticular, theMiddle East. I think that themedia

needs to change its portrayal of our women and at least make an attempt to tell the truth about what
really goes on, because I think that people will be surprised once they see that we all not all barbaric
and inhumane and that our women do have rights.

32. What do you thinkcan be done to improve the image of Pakistani women in the media?
/ think that we needto develop ourown media andbecome more proactive. We needto get more

private channels on our television. I think that the Internet can really help in creating awareness. The
problem is that people do not know that Pakistanis are generally speaking, goodpeople. I think that
the majority ofMuslims are goodpeople, but they are very quiet and do not comeforth when they
should speak up and leteveryone know about their true beliefs. The silent majority needs to wake up!
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Interview# : 09

Profession : Colonel (Retired)Pakistan Army—Medical Doctor

Interview Questionnaire
Demographic questions:
1. What is your age range? 65 yrs.

2. What is the highest educational degree you have achieved?

BSC &MBBS (BSCfrom Alligarh University and MBBSfrom Dhaka Medical College)
3. What is the highest level of educationyour father has achieved?
BA-General Arts Degree

4. What is the highestlevel of education your motherhas achieved?

Noformal education. She was home schooled. In the early 1900's, women in India did not go to
school. My mom was not illiterate though. She learned how to read and write athome because her
dad taught her.

5. What is yourprofession? Medical Doctor, General and Internal Medicine
6. Are you married? Yes
7. How many children do you have?
a. male:
3
b. female:

8. What is the highest educational degree your husband has achieved?
BA in Arts—Liberal Arts

9. What is your husband's profession?

Army Officer, Colonel, ISI(Pakistan's Inter-services Intelligence)
10. How many siblings do you have?
a. male:
2
b. female:

3
11. Would you describe yourself a religious person? Yes
12. How would you describe your level of religiosity?
a.

Very religious

b. Somewhat religious__X__ (I pray, I follow regular Islamic practices, but I'm not an
extremist.)

c. Not very religious
d. Not religious at all
e.

Not sure

Questions Related to Interviewee's Personal/Family Background and Upbringing:
13. Please describe your mother's role in your family.

My mother was a housewife, but she hadfull influence on thefamily in every respect. She was our
caretaker and disciplinarian. She wanted all ofher kids to go to school and become professionals,
even ifthe girls ended up being housewives; she wanted us to be educated. She was very much apart
of our lives and took great care to lead by her own positive example.
14. Who is the most influential female in your life?

My older sisters and myfather. My older sisters used to guide me in every walk ofmy life. One ofmy
sisters was a double MA and hada diploma in teaching. My other older sister was also MA. My

father really wanted me to go to medical school, and that is how I developed an interest in attending
medical college and becoming a doctor. Ijoined the army after I got married and retiredfrom there
as a Lt. Colonel. My husband was also in the army, and it was a respectable line, so I also wanted to
join. At that time, veryfew lady doctors went into the army. Not more than 30women were in the
Pakistani army when Ijoined.
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15. How many members of your family emigrated abroad (in particular to Europe or the United States)?
One nephew, several nieces, and myson, who went to Americafor graduatestudies and now he is
working in Houston.
16. Please describe any barriers or hurdles you had to overcome in your life (either personal or
professional).
No barriers, thanks to the Lord. I had a very smooth career and had no trouble in the army. Being a
female was neveran issue in the army, even though Ijoined backin 1965.1 always was treated with
respect.

17. What, in your opinion, is your biggest accomplishment thus far in your career?

I got an army award, and that was a greathonorfor me. The award wasfor performance (overall) in
the army and the devotion to theprofession ofmedicine and my country.
Questions Related to Interviewee's Educational Background

18. Please describe your experiences, both and positive and negative, that you had while in
school/college.

/ hadvery good experiences. In my third year ofmedical college, I livedin the hostel andwe had
medical war duties due to the 1965 war. I was stationed at the hospital. I dealt with too many war

casualties, I've neverseen so many dead and dying in all my life, before or afterthat. It was horrible.
But thejob itselfwas very rewarding. It was tough because you hadto work very hard, we had to be
strong andnot get tired or upset, because everyone depended on us andwe hadto deal with lifeor
death issues on a daily basis.

19. Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against(or treatedunfairly) by male faculty?
No, themaleteachers gave me theirfull support and encouragement. Especially in medical school (I
was inBangladesh then). They were very respectful ofthefact that women would make excellent
doctors andI think they were veryhappy to havefemale students in theirclasses because we were
just as, ifnot more, hard working than the male students.

20. Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treated unfairly) by male students, such as
fellow classmates?

No, not at all, never. We had co-education, so it was not difficultfor them to get used to thefact that

we werefemales andwe could also be there tostudy. We didall ourlabs together andclinical exams,
too, andI think they were impressed by thefact that the girls often got much higher scores than some
ofthe males on ourpractical exams.
Questions Related to Interviewee's Career/Current Employment

21. What is your position in the field in which you are currently employed?
Retired Colonel in Pakistan Army—Medical Doctor
22. How many employees are there in your organization?

In my hospital ward, wehad only onefemale doctoring the medical ward, the rest of them were all
males. Thatfemale was me. Ipracticed medicinefor a total of30years before I retired. All of my
service was in the army. The toughest experiencefor me was the 1965 war, because I hadto dealwith
so many deaths and injuries causedby thewar, andI wasyoung andjust starting out my career, so I
was notfullyprepared to handle that sortof thing. The experiences of being on duty in the hospital
during that warstill haunt me. War is a horrible, terrifying thing.
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23. What is the percentage (an estimate, if exact figures are unavailable) of the number of female
employees in your organization? In the mid-1960 'sand 1970's, when Ifirst enlisted in the army,
there were only about 30females inPakistan's total army. Now there are many more, but back then,
there were veryfew ofus.

24. Do you feel that you are accepted by male employees in your organization?
Yes, male doctors in the army were very supportive andnever bothered me. They were very respectful
and were much nicer to me than to their male peers.

25. Describe in detail what problems, if any, you faced in reaching the position you currently hold in your
career.

I had noproblem in reaching the position that I had as colonel, exceptfor hard work. I loved being a
doctor and serving people.

26. How would you describe the overall attitude towards females in your profession?
I think that there is a very positive attitude towardsfemale doctors in Pakistan. Andfor army doctors
especially. It is a very respectablejob, but very demanding. I believefemaledoctors doget the
respect that they deserve, especially the ones who are inpublicservice, like the army.

27. Do you believe that women in yourprofession are treated fairly (example: paid the same) as male
coworkers? Please explain giving as many specific instances as possible.
Yes, the samestatus in every respect. The samepay, samestatus, samefacilities. Lastyear I had

minor surgery, it was a routine procedure, and I went to the hospital where I hadbeen stationed at
before I retired. I received a royaltreatment, andnurses anddoctors that were noteven there during
my tenure came to see meto make surethat I was being well treated. I think that the respect they gave
mewas dueto thefact that I was one oftheirpeers, andbeingafemale doctor has greatperks andI
found out what those are when I was in the hospital as a patient rather than working there.
28. Have you thus far in your career felt that you were discriminated against? If so, in what way? Please
explain your answer in detail.
No, I have received excellent treatment.

Questions Related to the Overall Attitude Towards Pakistani Women
29. What are the advantages and disadvantages of being a female professional in Pakistani society?
The advantages ofbeingin thearmy are numerous, including some ofthe things I mentioned earlier.

The respect; the pay; the benefits; the satisfaction ofserving one's country andits inhabitants. I think
there is nota more respectable profession outtherefor women. The only major problem is ifa
woman is married and thehusband is posted in a different city. Ifthey areposted together, there are
no disadvantages. My husband andI wereposted together, so it was much easier, but otherwise we
would have been separated. This is also a problemfor a single woman, becauseshe might get a
position that isfarfrom herfamily. If she ispostedclose by, then there are no disadvantages.
30. Do you think that the West (America in particular) has a positive image of Pakistani women?
/ think thatAmerican has a good image ofPakistan and ourpeople. They have a verypositive
thinking about our leadership and the country, in general.

31. What role do you think the media plays in contributingto the overall image of Pakistani women in the
West (particularly in American society)?

The media plays a very important role in contributing to the image ofPakistani women. Pakistan and
America havea very close relationship right now, andI think they areplaying upthis relationship in
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the news, both on American and Pakistani channels. I thinkthat this will help bring the nations closer
together and help to builda mutual understanding between the two countries.

32. Can you tell me a little bit more about your experiences after the Partition?
I migratedfrom India to Pakistan in 1962. It was nottough to migrate at all because all my brothers
and sisters had already come, butI left myparents behind. I came with mycousins who were coming
over.

Ijust went back to India in Marchfor thefirst time to visit my old school, Aligarh University. It was
myfirst trip toIndia since 1962 when we migrated. We received a great receptionfrom the school's
welcoming committee andI got to see my old house where I was born. It was afantastic experience,
andI'm glad that relations arefinally improving between the two countries because we have such
rich history between us. I would lovetogo again sometime andvisit the newfriends I made on this
trip as well as myold neighbors and classmatesfrom when I lived there over 40 years ago.
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Interview# : 10

Profession: Artist

Interview Questionnaire
Demographic questions:
1. What is your age range? 41-65 years.

2. What is the highest educational degree you have achieved?
BA-General Arts Degree, Karachi University, FineArts Degree (4-year program)
18 months—Sir John Cass College—London Englandfor Fine Arts Certificate
3. What is the highest level of educationyour father has achieved?

Bachelors—Engineering. Engineer qualifiedfrom Bombay, both in electrical and mechanical. After
Partition, we came toKarachi where he workedfor Karachi Electric Supply Corporation andhe
retiredfrom therein 1965 as ChiefEngineer.
4. What is the highest level of educationyour mother has achieved?
Mom was a Gold Medalist and thefirst woman to top atAlligarh University. She graduated in 1936

with a Bachelors Degree in Education, specializing in English Literature and Philosophy. She went
on to become aprincipal ofa Girl's School in India. Then she came over to Pakistan (post-Partition)
and leftforgraduate school in England shortly afterwards. She received a degree in school
Administrationfrom London University and gota good governmentjob upon her return to Pakistan
as the principal ofGovernment ModelSchool.
5. What is your profession? I'm an artist. I do both paintings andsculptures.
6. Are you married? yes
7. How many children do you have?

a. male:
2
b. female:
1
8. What is the highest educational degree your husbandhas achieved?
He has a Masters in Economics and afterwards he took the Civil Service Exam and is also a Law
Graduate.

9. What is your husband's profession?

Member oftheJudicial BoardofReview. He retired in 2000.
10. How many siblings do you have? I am an only child.
a. male:
b. female:
11. Would you describe yourself a religious person? Yes
12. How would you describe your level of religiosity?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Very religious
Somewhat religious
Not very religious
Not religious at all

e.

Not sure
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Questions Related to Interviewee's Personal/Family Background and Upbringing:
13. Please describe your mother's role in your family.

My motherplayed an important role in thefamily. She was a "balancing influence": very educated,
refined, her English and Urdu were superb. She was very academic; she never made small talk. Her
conversation was usually about politics, religion, art, and the growth of civilization. Myfamily was

very well off, so we could talk about those things in great detail, but my parents knew the struggles of
life and they instilled those values in me. I was not divorcedfrom the reality oflife, and I think this
was partly because both ofmy parents were working and I got to seethem work hard to get what they
wanted. They were successful not because ofclass orfamily status, but because they were hard
working and earned their respect and money the old-fashioned way: by workingfor it.
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14. Who is the most influential female in your life?

My mom and my maternal grandmother were both the most influential people in my life. I lived
with my grandmotherfor afew years in Karachi. Her life was "amazing. "She grew up in apalace in
India. She was the most patient person I have everknown andshe learned to adapt to her
surroundings very nicely. After the Partition, thefamily moved toPakistan and they lost everything,
but she never complained or talked about it—she moved on with her life. She was a very religious
person and I think that herfaith helped her cope with and accept whatever changes tookplacein her
life.

My mom was such a strong woman, very independent and dignified. While she was studying in
the university in India, shebecame the Secretary General ofAligarh Muslim University's Women's
Wing ofthe Muslim League. Before the Partition, she met Muhammad Ali Jinnah and worked on the
causefor independence (freedom/creation ofPakistan). She was not afraid to stand upfor what she
believed in, andI think herdetermination andperseverance has always been a big influence in my
life.

15. How many members of your family emigrated abroad (inparticular to Europe or the United States)?
One maternal uncle went toMcGill University inMontreal in theearly 1960's. One ofmy cousins
went to America to study computer science and is now working therefor IBM. Anotherfemale cousin

is the Vice President ofa bank the US. The children in ourfamily were always encouraged to study
abroad and have careers in other countries.

16. Please describe anybarriers or hurdles youhad to overcome in your life (either personal or
professional).

lam an only child, which can be good, but atthe same time, itwas lonelyfor me as a child. My
mother got me involved in a lot ofactivities ata very young age. Iparticipated in art and classical
(Indian) dance and I think this was a good outletfor me because itallowed me to makefriends and
also kept me busy. I still have that passionfor art, literature and music instilled in mefrom that
young age, and I have tried to pass it on to my own children aswell. I am still involved in a lot of
activities and organizations, and I'm always on the go, doing one thing oranother. Some ofthe
activities that I am currently involved in are that I am the zone Chairperson andformer President of
the Lions Club (it issimilar to the Rotary Club; we are aphilanthropic and social organization). lam
also involved in other socialorganizations, such as the Ladies Horticultural Club and the
International Women's Club ofKarachi. I did not have any major hurdles orobstacles in my life,
and I have been veryfortunate.

17. What, in youropinion, is yourbiggest accomplishment thus far in your career?
I have had nine solo exhibitions as an artist, as well as twelve group exhibitions. Participating in

these exhibits requires a lotofpreparation and a great dealof hard work.
Questions Related to Interviewee's Educational Background

18. Please describe your experiences, both and positive and negative, that you had while in
school/college.

Overall I can look back on my college andschooling andsay that it was a good experience—except

forhaving to prepareforexams. I went to a British School in Pakistan (Karachi Grammar School),
which was at the time one of the best schools in the city. I then went to London, England and wanted
to stay there after I graduated. I got ajob as a librarian atage 23. But, my mom said, "you 're getting
too old, andyou 've got to go back to Pakistan and getmarried, "which was actually the biggest
disappointment in my life. (My mom stayed with me in England while I studied—we rented a room at
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a British-Pakistanifamily's house in London.). Myfather was very excited that we went, and he
really was thrilled that I would geta good, sound education in England, justas my mother had.
19. Didyou ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treated unfairly) by male faculty?
No.

20. Did you ever feel that you were discriminated against (or treated unfairly) by male students, suchas
fellow classmates?

No, no problems at all.

However, I didfeel some discrimination in the professional setting because I believe there is a sense
ofresentment on the part ofthe artists. They see me as an outsider becausefor me, art is a hobby, not
my means ofearning a living. Formost artists, notjustin Pakistan, but I think this is true all over the
world; their artwork is their means ofearning a living. I'm well off, married (not the "starving
artist" but someonewho creates artfor fun and enjoyment, as a pastime ofmine).
Questions Related to Interviewee's Career/Current Employment

21. What is your position in the field in which you are currently employed?
Self-employed: Artist

22. How many employees are there in your organization?
Just me.

23. What is the percentage (anestimate, if exact figures are unavailable) of the number of female
employees in your organization?

I'm self-employed and don't have any employees. However, there are more and more art colleges and
institutions than everbefore that are teaching art. I think there are morefemales also entering the
profession now than there were when Ifirststarted out. It has become very popular now, especially
withfemales.

24. Do you feel that you are accepted by male employees in your organization?
I don'tthink there is any discrimination within theprofessional settingforfemale artists. Pakistan is

opening up to both outside influences and new internal ideas. Art is becoming more and more
common-manyfamilies in the past didn't want their kids to become artists as their soleprofession
because it is not afield where a lotof money is easily made. People now aregetting awayfrom the
"my kid needs to be a doctor/engineer" mentality andallowing their children to aspire to become
whatever it is that they want to be.

25. Describe in detail what problems, if any, you faced in reaching the position you currently hold in your
career.

It is difficult toget into the artworld andhave yourwork be accepted. I am often too immersed in my
home lifetosit down andspend a lot oftime on my artwork. We have a large home andit takes a
great deal of work toget it cleaned and take care of it, so I have little time left to paint and sculpt and
rarely spend significant time on my artwork. When I meet my oldart coworkers and classfellows, I
get excited and it motivates me to keep going and creating more pieces. But you really have topay
your dues in this business before you can earn therespect ofyour colleagues.
26. How would you describe the overall attitude towards females in your profession?
It is notbadat all. Very positiveattitude towardsfemales. They are respected as artists and as
professionals.
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27. Do you believe that women in your profession are treated fairly (example: paid the same) as male
coworkers? Please explain giving as many specific instances as possible.
It does not matterwhether you are a male orfemale in thisprofession—whatmatters is the qualityof

your work. For example, ifyouproduce a greatpainting, you willget good moneyfor it, and it does
not makeany differencewhether you are afemale or a male.
28. Have you thus far in your career felt that you were discriminated against? If so, in what way? Please
explain your answer in detail.
No, see question 25.

Questions Related to the Overall Attitude Towards Pakistani Women
29. What are the advantages and disadvantagesof being a female professional in Pakistani society?
The advantages ofbeingafemaleprofessional are that thewoman usually has the option tostayat
home andnothave to work. Ifshe chooses to work, then usually she will retain her income, anddo it
as more of a hobby (asI have) rather than a means of earning a livingfor herfamily. It is difficult
when you have a home and kids, however, to work and be able to take care of thefamily at the same
time. I think that the biggest disadvantage is that you are always on the go. Sometimes you do not
have time to relax andpamper yourselfifyou simultaneously have afamily anda career.

30. Do youthinkthat the West(America in particular) has a positive image of Pakistani women?
No, women arenot portrayed to beeducated. They arethought to beoldfashioned and backwards.

31. What roledo you think the media plays in contributing to the overall image of Pakistani women in the
West (particularly in American society)?

The media plays an important role. They only show the negative aspects ofsociety (any societyfor
that matter) but especially Pakistani society. Pakistan is culturally expanding, with both internal and
external influences. This is especially true in advancements related to the arts. More and more
schools are openingforyoung artists to study in and it is not considered taboofor a student to study
art.

32. What do you think can be done to improve the image of Pakistani women?
/ think that the media should try to be less biased and also show the positive aspects of the society.
Like I mentioned earlier, themedia can run stories on the cultural advancements in Pakistan. Maybe

they can do apiece on the new up-and-coming artists. The idea is to show a well-roundedpicture of
the country that shows all aspects ofthe society, notjust the negative.
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